
Dragon King 781 

Chapter 781: Battling Ya Zi! 

 

“B*stard son!” 

Qin Hong had turned into an azure Kirin, and he was furious when he heard those two words. 

Many ferocious demon beasts lived in the Demon Sea since ancient times. He and Bai Ze were holy 

beasts from the Heavenly Realm and were there to guard the Demon Sea. He was supposed to be the 

perfect match for Bai Ze, but Zhen Yu’er fell in love with Qin Hong at first sight after coming to visit the 

Demon Sea. 

Zhen Yu’er wanted to stay in the Demon Sea, so she got into a fight with Qiu Niu; she even gave up using 

her original name. Qiu Niu had gone to the Demon Sea, but Zhen Yu’er used her life to threaten him so 

that Qiu Niu couldn’t do anything about her. 

However, Ya Zi had a terrible temper, so there was no way that he could back down from this. He had 

left his duty in the Heavenly Dao and secretly rushed to the Demon Sea at the speed of light. When he 

found Qin Hong, he killed him with one shot. 

As a result, Bai Ze saved Qin Hong’s vital soul with all her cultivation strength and sealed him away, and 

she was sad and left the Demon Sea to wander in the mortal world. Then, she was able to meet her 

husband and become an ordinary housewife. Together, they gave birth to Wu Luoxue. 

When there was still an opportunity to resurrect Qin Hong, Lady Zhen gave up her pride and begged her 

father for help. However, Qiu Niu was still mad, so he didn’t do anything. 

Lady Zhen was very stubborn, so she broke off from her father for good. 

These issues all started due to Ya Zi’s meddling. Now that Ya Zi stated that he would kill Zhen Congming, 

Qin Hong would not just sit there and do nothing! 

Ya Zi was an Eight-Petal Realm Ancestral Dragon, and he was the most powerful amongst the nine sons 

of the godly dragons. He could kill whoever he wished, and he could basically do anything he wanted! 

Even if Qin Hong couldn’t win, he would still not back out from the fight! 

In the legends, Kirin looked children the most, let alone his own child. 

“You’re begging to get killed! Don’t blame me for it!” Ya Zi looked down at Hao Ren, so he slashed his ax 

at the azure Kirin with rapid speed. 

The Kirin spat out an azure light beam and aimed it at Ya Zi. If he were counted as a demon king, then he 

would be the strongest demon king in the Demon Sea! 

If it weren’t for his strength, he would not be able to make those ferocious ancient beasts like Taotie 

obey him! When Ya Zi attached Qin Hong for the first time, Taotie and the others who were under the 

control of Qin Hong helped Ya Zi. Then, these ancient beasts all declared themselves kings and divided 

up the Demon Sea. 



Lady Zhen hated them for that, so she used the Kunlun Godly Lamp to collect their souls to help 

resurrect Qin Hong! 

“You’re just at Six-Petal Realm, and you dare to go against me?!” Ya Zi created a black crack in the sky 

which led to the void with his ax. “I was able to kill you a few thousand years ago, and I’m still able to kill 

you now!” 

The black crack was like a broken piece of bamboo, and it sprung at the Kirin at the speed of light. 

With Ya Zi’s realm, an ordinary attack had the power of breaking the space! 

The Kirin let out a bright azure light, and he tried its best to defend. However, he was still not powerful 

enough and was knocked back to the ground. 

The difference between that of the Six-Petal Realm and the Eight-Petal Realm was huge, much like the 

difference between the Foundation Building Realm and the Nascent Soul Realm! Ya Zi believed that he 

was the strongest. Therefore, even if he killed the Kirin, no one would dare to say bad things about him! 

The Kirin was only hit once but was already bleeding everywhere. He was indeed the strongest in the 

Demon Sea. However, he was still no match for Ya Zi after his awakening. 

There was only one entity who could defeat Ya Zi in this world! However, he was in the Heavenly Realm, 

and he was in no way related to the Kirin. 

“Die!” Ya Zi put his hand in front and slapped the azure Kirin in the chest. 

He didn’t hesitate, nor did he say much. It was already a failure for Ya Zi not being able to finish off the 

Kirin in one attack! 

Ding! A golden light shone. 

Ya Zi’s hand had turned into the size of half a city, and he was about to hit the Six-Petal Realm Kirin. The 

Kirin probably would be turned into slush if this strike landed. 

“Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar!” 

Ya Zi looked very vicious, but he seemed shocked right now. He suddenly pulled back his hand and then 

looked at the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar that Hao Ren used. With spite in his eyes, he shouted, “How 

dare you? You are only a Four-Petal Realm ant! I’ll squish you!” 

He struck his hand at Hao Ren. 

Ya Zi looked down at these Four-Petal Realm dragon cultivators. He was so aloof that he didn’t even 

show a tiny bit of interest in killing such ants. However, since such an ant dared to prevent him from 

killing the Kirin, he was going to teach this ant a lesson. 

“Also, how dare he try to scare me with a fake Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar?” he thought to himself. 

“Tiangang Array Formation!” 

Hao Ren didn’t escape and simply clapped his hands together. 



The Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar that had been shot out was spinning in the sky. Suddenly, it doubled, 

then quadrupled… Suddenly, there was an infinite number of spinning pillars! 

Hao Ren had refined the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar into his natal dharma treasure, so he was able to 

use it as his sword energy. The golden shield was only a celestial treasure, and it could create many 

smaller shields. The Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar was one of the strongest treasures in the world, so it 

definitely was capable of such ability! 

The whole name of the array formation was Glorious Tiangang Killing Array Formation! 

It was capable of killing Five-Petal Realm cultivators! 

Sword energies were everywhere, but they suddenly merged to form a cubic space. Then, it surrounded 

one of Ya Zi’s hands. 

“Pierce!” 

Hao Ren was floating in the same spot. He maintained his composure even though the hairy hand was 

only a few hundred meters away from him. The sword energies which were smaller Ocean-Pacifying 

Godly Pillar suddenly dashed inward. 

Bam! Ya Zi lost one hand in an explosion! 

The azure Kirin stood in mid-air in shock. 

If he weren’t wrong, that treasure was the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar! It was the legendary metal pillar 

from the legends! 

“How did it end up with Hao Ren and even become his natal dharma treasure?” Qin Hong thought to 

himself. 

After all, the previous owner of this treasure was… 

“Nuwa Stone… why is the Nuwa Stone here!” Ya Zi screamed in agony. 

Su Han who was in the hospital receiving the connate vital essence from Kui suddenly shivered, and a 

light appeared in her chest. 

“Oh no! Ya Zi has found the Nuwa Stone in her. He’s coming to get it!” Kui hurried to stop the Nuwa 

Stone from flying out of Su Han’s body. He tried so hard that sweat was dripping down his forehead. 

Ya Zi had suddenly sensed the Nuwa Stone that should have been stored in the Nine Dragon Palace, and 

he wanted to take the Nuwa Stone to heal up quickly. 

However, if the Nuwa Stone left Su Han’s body, then Su Han would die for sure since the Nuwa Stone 

replaced her mystic crystal temporarily, and she wasn’t at the Heavenly Dragon Realm yet. 

If it weren’t for the Nuwa Stone protecting Su Han’s internal organs from the devil essence, Su Han 

would be in an even more dangerous situation! 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 



The nine Deputy Shrine Masters were standing on the balcony. One by one, they dashed into the sky to 

help with the situation. If Su Han were the Shrine Master’s daughter, then everything made sense. 

Now, it made sense why the Shrine Master was very nice to her, why the Shrine Master would be more 

lenient on Hao Ren, and why the Shrine Master didn’t punish Su Han when one of the Deputy Shrine 

Masters found her reading forbidden techniques. 

Now that Su Han was in a critical situation of life and death, these nine Deputy Shrine Masters who saw 

the Shrine Master as their master tried to protect Su Han with their lives! 

Nine Three-Petal Realm cultivators were nothing in Ya Zi’s eyes! However, they were still going to help 

Hao Ren! 

“Roar…” a black Kirin flew out from the hospital. 

When Zhen Congming saw how his father was already puking out blood, he couldn’t help but fly out in 

his true form to help even though he had no memories of his father. 

Chapter 782: One Strike! (1.3 for 1 Chapter) 

 

After being taken out of the Demon Sea by Qiu Niu, Zhen Congming had cultivated by Qiu Niu’s side and 

turned into his human form by taking a Transformation Pill, which got him to the Transformation Realm 

without experiencing the Heavenly Tribulation. 

After that, Qiu Niu wasn’t in a hurry to teach him techniques. Instead, Qiu Niu only let Zhen Congming 

create fires and make elixir pills to toughen his mind, which was why Zhen Congming was barely at 

Zhen-level. 

However, if Zhen Congming changed into his true form, even the Nascent Soul Realm cultivators on and 

above Fifth Heaven wouldn’t dare to mess with him! He could kill them with ease! 

It was because he was a top-tier demon beast – the black Kirin! 

All the demon beasts in the Demon Sea made ways for him since none of them could defeat him! Zhen 

Congming had reached the Five-Petal Realm before reaching the Transformation Realm and going 

through the Heavenly Tribulation. 

He was the only son of two eternal demon kings, the azure Kirin and the Phoenix! 

Since he would cause a great shock when he changed back to his true form, Qiu Niu had ordered him 

not to change unless he was in great danger, or he would be punished severely! 

Obediently, Zhen Congming had never changed back to his true form after transforming to his human 

form. He kept his kid look and flew swiftly on dharma treasures after stealing spiritual herbs from the 

cultivation sects to avoid fighting with the Nascent Soul Realm cultivators. 

However, Zhen Congming’s arrogant nature returned! 



The black Kirin could ride on clouds and spit out lightning at birth! If Zhen Congming cultivated in his 

human form and reached peak Nascent Soul Realm, he would reach the Seven-Petal Realm directly after 

passing the Heavenly Tribulation! 

At Seven-Petal Realm, Zhen Congming would have the power of destroying the world! Afraid that Zhen 

Congming would cause trouble, Qiu Niu hadn’t taught him any techniques, trying to slow down his 

growth. 

“Good! Good! Good! I’ll kill you one by one!” 

Ya Zi waved his ax and created deadly cracks in the sky. The shattered space could tear any cultivator 

into pieces! 

Hum! 

The azure Kirin’s horns released two dashes of lights, blocking the black crack and stopping it from 

spreading to him. 

“Go back!” He shouted at Zhen Congming who was now the black Kirin. 

Right now, Zhen Congming was only at the Five-Petal Realm when he changed back to his true form, and 

he was seeking death by trying to fight Ya Zi who was in the Eight-Petal Realm! 

If Zhen Congming hid and cultivated to the Seven-Petal Realm, he might have a chance for revenge! At 

least he wouldn’t be killed by Ya Zi so easily! 

By fighting with Ya Zi, Qin Hong was trying to buy time for Lady Zhen to flee with Zhen Congming. 

However, Zhen Congming was as stubborn as Lady Zhen. He would pursue anyone he liked without 

wavering and fight the people he disliked even at the price of his life! 

The black Kirin spat out a wave of lightning energy which rolled toward Ya Zi like huge ocean waves in 

the sky. 

This kind of demonic lightning could kill any demon beasts in the Demon Sea, and even the Soul 

Formation Realm cultivators must dodge. 

“Die!” 

Ya Zi swung out the ax and sent the azure Kirin flying for hundreds of meters. 

The nine Deputy Shrine Masters of Dragon God Shrine couldn’t get close. The black cracks instantly 

shattered their dharma treasures. 

The wave of black lightning bolts engulfed Ya Zi’s body. 

“Humph!” Ya Zi shook his body, and the lightning bolts slid from his body like a shattered black net. 

The demonic lightning bolts from the black Kirin who was at the Five-Petal Realm couldn’t do any 

damage to him! The lightning bolts could probably easily kill big demon kings, but they were no use 

against the Eight-Petal Realm Ancestral Dragon! 

The huge ax swung out and crashed heavily on the black Kirin’s back. 



Zhen Congming’s black scales flew out and revealed the bloody flesh beneath while he was sent flying to 

the distant ocean. 

Ya Zi was so merciless that he would kill his own grandnephew! 

With his horns broken, the azure Kirin knew that he and his son were no match for Ya Zi. Seeing Hao Ren 

hovering in the sky, he suddenly flew toward Hao Ren. 

It seemed that only Hao Ren could injure Ya Zi! 

Hao Ren had still been trying to recover after using the Glorious Tiangang Killing Array Formation while 

Zhen Congming dashed up and drew Ya Zi’s attention. 

Seeing Ya Zi’s huge ax tearing Zhen Congming’s skin and flesh, Hao Ren activated all his nature essence 

to use another sword array formation when he felt that he was lifted! 

The azure Kirin! 

The azure Kirin, an eternal demon king, would rather act as Hao Ren’s mount to battle Ya Zi! 

The scales on Zhen Congming’s Kirin body were harder than top-tier dharma treasures, but Ya Zi’s huge 

ax almost cut Zhen Congming into two halves! 

This damage would kill Six-Petal Realm cultivators immediately! 

Meanwhile, Ya Zi, an Eight-Petal Realm Ancestral Dragon, could block any powerful dharma treasures 

with his body! 

The only thing that could break his almost unbreakable body was the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar, the 

No.1 Sacred Metal in the world! 

While the azure Kirin rode on the wind at great speed, Hao Ren found himself flying! The azure Kirin’s 

horns were cut off, and red blood gushed out and splashed onto Hao Ren’s body. 

Instantly, Hao Ren felt the blood surging in his body while abundant nature essence entered him. The 

azure Kirin was injecting his energy into Hao Ren so that the latter could use the Ocean-Pacifying Godly 

Pillar against Ya Zi at full force! 

“Lock!” 

The nine Deputy Shrine Masters stood in nine different directions, and each shot out a spiritual light. 

With their Three-Petal Realms, they didn’t dare get close to Ya Zi, so they had flown into position to use 

the Dragon God Shrine’s Heaven-Locking Array! 

With the nine Deputy Shrine Masters’ strengths, they could trap Soul Formation Realm cultivators with 

this Heaven-Locking Array which was one of the plans designed to deal with the human cultivators if the 

cultivation sect suddenly wanted to come back. 

However, instead of using it to trap any human cultivators, this array formation was now used against 

the bloodthirsty Ya Zi! 

Various lights formed nine loops, trying to lock Ya Zi’s hands and feet. 



“You’re seeking death!” Ya Zi glared and released a violent nature essence from his body. 

In a green light, the azure Kirin dashed toward Ya Zi while carrying Hao Ren on his back. 

Lu Qi and other dragon cultivators from East Ocean University were astonished to see that Club 

President Hao Ren was riding on an azure Kirin’s back, piercing a long golden polearm toward Ya Zi who 

was emitting vicious black light! 

Bang! 

The nine Deputy Shrine Masters were sent flying before they could lock Ya Zi. 

The three top-tier Qian-level cultivators spat out blood and died instantly. 

At peak Qian-level, Yue Zilong had a tough body and didn’t die instantly. However, he was sent into the 

ocean, and no one knew if he were alive or not. 

The other five peak Qian-level cultivators were sent flying to the distance like kites with broken strings. 

Bang! With their nature essence suddenly flowing backward in their bodies, the six Deputy Shrine 

Masters exploded as if bombs had been placed in their bodies! 

Only Yue Zilong who had toughened his body survived. With his hands and feet broken, he sunk deep 

into the ocean. 

“Ants!” Ya Zi glared around ferociously. 

From his point of view, anyone below the Six-Petal Realm was a worthless ant. He would kill anyone who 

messed with him, 

“Go!” 

Furious, Hao Ren shot out the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar from the center of his palm. 

One-line Snake Array Formation! 

He used the most basic array formation! 

Hundreds of thousands of small Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillars formed one long golden line, piercing 

toward Ya Zi! 

“Humph! This place stinks with devil essence! I’ll kill you all!” 

Ya Zi waved the huge ax like a huge mountain and hacked toward Hao Ren. Even a Six-Petal Realm 

cultivator would be hacked into two halves if the blade touched them. 

The dragon cultivators here dared to mess with him! He wasn’t like his senior brother Qiu Niu who had a 

mild temperament! 

“I’ll kill the entire East Ocean Dragon Clan and all the mortals within 10,000 kilometers! I’ll kill until the 

sky and the earth change colors!” It was the power that the Heavenly Dao gave to him! 

Hiss… The Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar pierced the huge black ax like a needle before splitting into two 

parts and shooting toward Ya Zi’s eyes. 



Only the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar could break Ya Zi’s huge ax! 

Boom! 

Ya Zi suddenly widened his eyes, and the two Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillars changed directions before 

reaching his eyes! 

He had forced back the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillars with the intense murderous spirit coming out of his 

eyes. 

“Go!” 

Sitting on the back of the azure Kirin, Hao Ren instantly flew past the huge ax and appeared above Ya 

Zi’s head. The dense metal sword energies suddenly condensed into a thick pillar. 

Hao Ren clutched one end of the pillar and used the Mystic Water Sword Techniques abruptly! 

Bam! He struck onto the top of Ya Zi’s head! 

The time seemed to have stopped. 

Lu Qi and the others who were standing in the East Ocean University were stupefied. 

Staying behind in the wards, Lady Zhen and Kui stared at the high sky through the windows in a daze. 

Hao Ren had smashed the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar onto Ya Zi’s head. 

Bang! The two black horns on Ya Zi’s head shattered instantly. 

Violent force gushed out of the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar! 

Ya Zi was smashed down into the ocean! 

The black Kirin who had been hiding in the ocean rushed out suddenly and crashed into Ya Zi’s waist. 

The black Kirin’s horns were the hardest objects in the world, and Zhen Congming used all his force, 

trying to kill Ya Zi! 

“Roar…” Ya Zi turned abruptly in a fury and lifted the black Kirin with one hand. 

He was the most powerful Ancestral Dragons, and his horns were shattered! He would tear Hao Ren into 

pieces! 

“Since this little b*stard stumbled into my hand, I will kill him first!” Ya Zi thought. 

With his violent strength, he could tear apart the Five-Petal Realm black Kirin easily! 

Hua! Hua! 

From Eastern Hospital, two lights rushed out and attacked Ya Zi at the same time. 

One was Kui, and the other was Lady Zhen! 

They had been injecting connate vital essence into Su Han and Grandma, but they had to attack at this 

critical moment! 



Kui was a Five-Petal Realm water-elemental dragon cultivator, and Lady Zhen was a Six-Petal Realm 

Phoenix! 

Kui wanted to protect Su Han and avenge the nine Deputy Shrine Masters while Lady Zhen wished to 

settle all the old and new accounts with Ya Zi! 

Flying into the sky, they dashed toward Ya Zi shoulder to shoulder. 

They had met each other before, but it was the first time that they worked together! 

With great talent, Su Han’s mom had ascended to the Heavenly Dragon Realm after only hundreds of 

years of cultivation. With her bold personality, she had ventured into the inner area of the Demon Sea 

and stumbled into Lady Zhen’s territory. 

As a Six-Petal Realm eternal demon king, Lady Zhen had easily defeated Su Rui in six attacks. Thinking 

that Su Rui was cute in her dumb way, Lady Zhen sent her out of the Demon Sea. 

Then, Lady Zhen remembered that she had once fought with Kui, another Heavenly Dragon, when she 

was traveling outside the Demon Sea. As a prank, she delivered Su Rui to Kui’s place after feeding her an 

aphrodisiac. 

What happened next was simple. Kui fell in love with the beautiful Su Rui. However, he couldn’t go with 

Su Rui and travel freely since he wanted to charge at the Six-Petal Realm and was responsible for the 

operation of the Dragon God Shrine. Furious, Su Rui left and gave birth to Su Han after 100 years of 

pregnancy. 

Not wanting to leave Su Han who had the rare Metal Water Physique to the metal-elemental dragon 

clan and reveal her identity, Su Rui thought for a long time and left Su Han at the gate of the East Ocean 

Dragon Palace which was renowned for its kindness. 

She didn’t want to raise Su Han herself since their kid must grow independently to be strong in the 

traditional view of metal-elemental dragons. It would be better for Su Han to grow up in the East Ocean 

Dragon Palace. 

Due to their battle of wills, Su Rui swore that she would never speak again while Kui swore that he 

would never set foot outside of the shrine. This couple had been in a cold war for more than 100 years. 

If Su Han hadn’t been severely injured, and the world hadn’t experienced drastic changes, Kui probably 

wouldn’t have come out of his Dragon God Shrine! 

Lady Zhen knew all about it since she caused this whole incident. She hadn’t expected that her casual 

prank would bring Su Rui and Kui together and create a dragon baby. 

“Attack!” 

Bright lights were released from Kui’s hands. 

Six-Petal Realm! 

Kui suddenly revealed his true realm! 



Lady Zhen was a bit surprised that Kui had elevated from the Five-Petal Realm to the Six-Petal Realm 

after cultivating for only a few hundred years! 

“Everyone in this family is crazy for cultivation!” she thought to herself. 

“Go!” Fire burned up in Lady Zhen’s hands, and two phoenix-shaped flames flew out of her palms. 

Heavenly Phoenix of Destruction! 

Ya Zi’s left eye saw boundless white light while his right eye saw limitless flames! 

One Six-Petal Realm water-elemental dragon, one Six-Petal Realm Phoenix, one Six-Petal Realm azure 

Kirin, one Five-Petal Realm black Kirin, and one Four-Petal Realm cultivator who could control the 

Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar! 

Suddenly, Ya Zi dragged the black Kirin to the front of him. 

“Let go!” Lady Zhen suddenly turned her attack toward Kui. 

Ya Zi didn’t dodge. Instead, he intended to used Zhen Congming to block the attack. If Kui’s true-water 

touched Zhen Congming, he would melt! 

Not expecting Lady Zhen to attack him, Kui had no choice but to block her attack with his own. 

Bang! The water and fire collided! The violent energy waves lowered the sea surface by dozens of 

meters while the buildings by the seashore all collapsed! 

Fortunately, the residents in those buildings had been evacuated by the government due to the 

appearance of the vortex, and thus no casualties resulted in this catastrophe. 

While Six-Petal Realm cultivators fought, even with residual nature essence was great enough to destroy 

a big city! 

“I’ll fight you after killing this little b*stard!” 

Ya Zi pressed onto the bloody back of the black Kirin. With his horns shattered, he looked even more 

vicious. 

While emitting azure flames from his four hooves, Qin Hong carried Hao Ren to launch the last attack. 

Standing on top of the hospital, Bai Ze hesitated and didn’t know if she should enter the fray. 

Tink! Many golden lights suddenly flew out of the hospital. 

Together with the golden lights was a pure golden level 6 snow lion! 

Zhao Yanzi who clutched onto the Purple Green Treasure Sword, Xie Yujia with the demonic bow, Zhao 

Guang, Zhao Hongyu, Lu Qing, and Sun Yun all flew out from the hospital. 

Hundreds of thousands of soldiers of the East Ocean Dragon Clan rose from East Ocean, and six peak 

Qian-level metal-elemental dragon cultivators flew over with many metal-elemental dragons from a 

distance. 

The young dragon cultivators of East Ocean University had also come to help! 



Bam! Suddenly, a flash of white light shot from the distant sky and pierced Ya Zi’s hand which clutched 

Zhen Congming. 

Chapter 783: Battle All the Way Up!! (1.4 for 1 Chapter) 

 

“Roar!” 

Ya Zi was enraged instantly. 

However, the second white light followed the first one closely. Like a dash of smoke, it was quick and 

light, but its power couldn’t be underestimated as it had appeared before Ya Zi’s forehead. 

Whoosh! Following Little White, the golden shield appeared in the high sky and released many golden 

light shadows. The magnificent power of the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar had triggered its fighting 

instinct, and it tried to surround Ya Zi with its power as a celestial treasure! 

With its golden fur standing on end, Little White spat out a medium-sized fireball toward Ya Zi! This 

fireball only tickled Ya Zi a bit when it hit his body, but it enraged him. 

“AH!!!!!” 

Even a small demon beast who was below level 10 dared to challenge his authority! 

Ignoring the second white light which was dashing toward him, Ya Zi slammed his huge palm toward 

Little White! 

Ding! 

A third white light appeared from the void and blocked Ya Zi’s hand. 

“Suan Ni! Even you came to mess with me!” Ya Zi’s body emitted huge waves of black light, and the 

intense murderous spirit instantly froze everyone in the area. 

An old man in a red robe appeared in the void and plucked the strings of a guqin, and a lion-like creature 

appeared by his side. 

[The guqin is a plucked seven-string Chinese musical instrument of the zither family.] 

The sound waves shot out white lights which hacked toward Ya Zi who was engulfed in black flames. 

Qiu Niu! Suan Ni! 

Two Ancestor Dragons appeared at the same time! 

One was the elder son of the Godly Dragon, and the other was the fifth son of the Godly Dragon. They 

launched powerful attacks at Ya Zi. 

With both his hands wounded and a reckless celestial treasure trying to disturb him, Ya Ze let go of the 

black Kirin in a hurry and lifted his huge ax to block the white lights that were shooting toward his 

forehead and neck. 



Boom! Even Ya Zi, the ‘Killing God’ among the Ancestor Dragons, was sent flying backward for dozens of 

meters! 

“Up!” 

Qiu Niu waved his hand, and the black Kirin whose bones were almost shattered rose suddenly. Qiu Niu 

dug out a dark green elixir pill from his red robe and stuffed it into the black Kirin’s mouth. 

He hadn’t intervened when Ya Zi tried to kill Qin Hong, but he wouldn’t stand back and watch while Ya Zi 

attempted to kill his grandson! 

In the past hundreds of years, he hadn’t been too kind to Zhen Congming and even forced the latter to 

make elixir pills, but it didn’t mean that he was cold to Zhen Congming. The blood connection between 

them could never be severed! 

While he was taking the turn to guard the Heavenly Dao, Ya Zi took the opportunity and tried to kill Zhen 

Congming, which forced him to show his hand! Knowing that he was no match for his second brother, 

he had asked Suan Ni who had the closest relationship with him to come to the rescue together. 

The combined forces of two Ancestral Dragons broke even with another Ancestral Dragon! 

The three of them were all at the Eight-Petal Realm, but Ya Zi was fiercer and had more killing 

techniques! Neither Qiu Niu nor Suan Ni could battle him separately! 

Boom! Almost half of the sky collapsed! 

According to the rules, while Ya Zi traveled around the world, the other eight Ancestral Dragons must 

support the Heavenly Dao. With Qiu Niu and Suan Ni both absent from their posts, the other six 

Ancestral Dragons couldn’t support the entire sky! 

Last time when Ya Zi killed Qin Hong in the Demon Sea, he had broken the void and appeared there in 

one second. Then, he used only one attack since he had to return instantly! Due to the limited time, he 

wasn’t able to kill Qin Hong completely, and Lady Zhen even resurrected him! 

This time, when he tried to kill Qin Hong and Zhen Congming completely, he was met with resistance 

from both Qiu Niu and Suan Ni! 

“This is my family business, and you keep out of it!” Qiu Niu plucked the strings of the guqin and 

released waves of curved lights. 

After blocking Ya Zi with two attacks, Suan Ni turned his head and looked at Little White who was 

watching them in a daze. 

Instead of changing into his human form like Qiu Niu, Suan Ni showed up in his true form. His true form 

was a golden lion, and he looked like a huge mountain which was hovering in the sky. 

Only someone on this level could support one-eighth of the Heavenly Dao. 

“Little girl, you’re good! I saved you because of your courage!” Suan Ni spoke human words and then 

shot a golden light into Little White’s body. 



“When it’s my turn to travel around the world, I’ll come and take you as my disciple!” Suan Ni tossed out 

the words. 

Boom! Another part of the sky collapsed! 

In a white light, Suan Ni flew toward the sea surface and vanished in the void. 

Looking after the fifth Ancestral Dragon who came and went in a flash, Hao Ren turned his head toward 

Little White who was now in her lion form. 

Little White emitted layers of golden light while her paws released red flames; she had reached level 10 

instantly! 

As the ancestor of all lion-form demon beasts, Suan Ni saw that Little White was one of his descendants, 

so he had blocked Ya Zi’s strike for Little White and elevated her to level 10 while he was at it! 

It was an easy thing for Ancestral Dragon Suan Ni at the Eight-Petal Realm to elevate Little White to level 

10; it was a gift to his future disciple. By improving Little White’s physique, he could teach her more 

conveniently in the future. 

Bang! Bang! Qiu Niu’s Heavenly Sound Guqin turned from white to red while he attacked with the sound 

waves, leaving many wounds in Ya Zi’s body instantly! 

The white and red sound waves swept past Ya Zi and surged up ocean waves that were as high as 1,000 

meters. 

Hao Ren remembered his fierce battle with Qiu Niu in the Nine Dragon Palace and now knew that Qiu 

Niu had gone easy on him and Su Han. 

“Kid, I will leave the rest to you!” 

After tossing a small bag to Hao Ren, Qiu Niu turned his head and glanced at Lady Zhen and Qin Hong 

before leaving to repair the collapsed Heavenly Dao. 

Being beaten repeatedly by Qiu Niu and Suan Ni who had appeared suddenly, Ya Zi almost fell into the 

ocean, looking disheveled and distressed. 

With his usual combat force, he was not afraid of Qiu Niu and Suan Ni! 

However, he was surrounded by so many cultivators, and his hands had been injured by Hao Ren who 

also hit him on the head. Caught off guard, he had been forced back continuously by Qiu Niu and Suan 

Ni’s attacks! 

Although Suan Ni didn’t use his full strength and just assisted, Qiu Niu had launched fierce attacks at Ya 

Zi repeatedly, and the sharp red and white sound waves had severed several of Ya Zi’s meridians! 

He didn’t expect Qiu Niu to be so protective of this wild grandson that he had left his position of 

supporting the Heavenly Dao and came to fight! 

Bang!!! 



Ya Zi punched the golden shield and instantly shattered the tens of thousands of golden light shadows, 

leaving a deep crack in its body! 

This kind of celestial treasures were only top-tier treasures in the Heavenly Realm, and it wasn’t 

powerful enough to disturb Ya Zi! 

After being beat by Qiu Niu, Ya Zi was deeply displeased, hating the fact that these cultivators and 

treasures had witnessed his humiliation! 

His murderous spirit came out violently, and several metal-elemental dragon cultivators were 

immediately drawn to him. 

The metal-elemental dragon cultivators changed into their dragon forms, trying to flee, but Ya Zi caught 

them in his hands as if they were some golden earthworms! 

Surprised that Ya Zi was still fierce after Qiu Niu’s lecture, Hao Ren immediately shot out the Ocean-

Pacifying Godly Pillar. 

Not expecting Ya Zi to vent his anger on the metal-elemental dragon cultivators, Kui released boundless 

true-water from his sleeves. 

Seeing Ya Zi revealing his viciousness again, Lady Zhen was afraid that he would attack Qin Hong again. 

Besides, she was still resentful due to their previous feud. Without hesitation, she shot out two 

Destructive Heavenly Phoenix Fires from the center of her palms. 

In her mind, she had no longer regarded Ya Zi as her Second Uncle! 

The insignificant energies arrows from Xie Yujia, the Big Dipper Stars from Zhao Yanzi, blue icy-fire from 

Little White, and the dense, long spears from the East Ocean soldiers all shot toward Ya Zi. 

Seeing these ‘ants’ daring to attack him, Ya Zi unleashed a chilling aura and hacked the broken huge ax 

toward a large group of East Ocean generals and soldiers. 

Qiu Niu and Suan Ni had indeed wounded him, but it wasn’t severe. Even injured, he wouldn’t be 

defeated by these ‘ants’! 

Three of the metal-elemental dragons in his hands were crushed to death while the other two fled from 

the cracks between his fingers. 

After all, he was Ya Zi, the Killing God. It only made sense for his rivals to beg for his forgiveness; he 

would never admit his mistake and retreat in defeat! 

The azure Kirin flew up and spat out a beam of light at him. 

“Hahaha…” Blood gushed out from the many wounds on Ya Zi’s body while surges of murderous spirit 

spread all over the area. 

A killing spree! 

He would spare Qiu Niu’s grandson so that Qiu Niu wouldn’t come after him. However, he would kill all 

the people who offended him! 



Everyone watched while Ya Zi’s huge ax crashed toward the sea surface where hundreds of thousands of 

East Ocean generals and soldiers stood 

Suddenly, a wave of sword energies dashed over from a distance 

Sword array formation! 

Seeing these colorful sword energies, Hao Ren’s spirit perked. 

Zhao Kuo was back! 

Sure enough, the black dot shooting over from a distance was no other than Zhao Kuo! 

After getting defeated by Su Han, Zhao Kuo’s spirit was low. At Zhao Guang’s arrangement, he had gone 

to the southern cities to unwind himself in the company of Elder Xingyue. Determined to get some rest, 

Zhao Kuo had not sought any news about the Dragon Tribe, including if Su Han had passed or failed her 

Heavenly Tribulation. 

While he and Elder Xingyue enjoyed the sceneries as if they were on a honeymoon trip, he suddenly got 

the news that East Ocean Dragon Palace was in danger. Anxious, he had hurried back at the very 

moment that Ya Zi launched his fierce attack. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

All the attacks landed on Ya Zi’s body. 

Despite his Eight-Petal Realm, Ya Zi felt a bit unsteady under the fierce attacks from three Six-Petal 

Realm cultivators and Hao Ren’s Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar when he was already injured. 

While Ya Zi was being attacked, Zhao Kuo’s sword energies blocked his huge ax so that the East Ocean 

generals and soldiers wouldn’t be killed by it. 

“Third Lord!” 

Seeing Zhao Kuo, all the generals and soldiers cried out in exhilaration. 

Instead of answering them, Zhao Kuo turned abruptly in the high sky and drew out his Black Dragon 

Spike, battling Ya Zi together with Hao Ren! 

Hovering in the high sky, Ya Zi looked like a giant who was being attacked by many cannons. Although he 

didn’t fall, more and more wounds appeared on his body! 

These small ants which he could crush with one finger were now recklessly attacking him, an Ancestral 

Dragon! Being restrained by three Six-Petal Realm cultivators, he couldn’t launch attacks toward these 

ants! 

Kui’s boundless true-water could melt his skin, Lady Zhen’s Destructive Heavenly Phoenix Fires could 

burn his meridians, and Qin Hong’s roars disturbed his mind! 

Meanwhile, Hao Ren and Zhao Kuo were piercing toward his eyes! 

“Out!” Ya Zi let out a furious roar and shot out black lights from his eyes. 



This intense murderous spirit could shake Three-Petal Realm and Four-Petal Realm cultivators to death! 

To his surprise, Hao Ren’s Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar suck away his murderous spirit while Zhao Kuo’s 

Black Dragon Spike broke his murderous spirit! 

“How…” Ya Zi looked astonished. 

He could understand that the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar was able to block his thick murderous spirit, 

but he was puzzled as to why the ordinary-looking sword could break his murderous spirit! 

Ya Zi’s eyes were pierced by the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar and the Black Dragon Spike, and he felt 

acute pain! 

“How could it be? I can destroy Three-Petal Realm cultivators with one finger!” Ya Zi let out a huge silent 

roar. 

Lady Zhen and the others were also surprised. They had restrained Ya Zi but didn’t expect that Hao Ren 

and Zhao Kuo could get close to Ya Zi, break his powerful murderous spirit, and pierced his eyes! 

They didn’t know that Hao Ren and Zhao Kuo’s weapons had condensed the power of sword array 

formations! They looked to be ordinary weapons but held many sword energies inside! 

Ya Zi’s huge body shrunk to a thin and blind black wolf-like creature, which was his weakened true form. 

Still furious, Hao Ren picked up the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar and crashed toward him! 

“Enough!” 

A loud shout suddenly came from the high sky. 

Among the nine Ancestral Dragons, eight supported the Heaven Dao, and one ruled the mortal world; 

this was the Heavenly Dao cycle. However, Hao Ren had severely wounded Ya Zi! 

Even Qiu Niu and Suan Ni joined the fight, which caused the tilting of the Heavenly Realm. Many palaces 

collapsed, and many cultivators in the Heavenly Realm were seriously wounded! 

“Ok! Ok! Don’t make the situation worse. Peace is everything! Peace is everything…” Zhen Yuan Zi came 

down from an auspicious cloud, trying to smooth things over. 

Hum… Suddenly, dozens of groups of heavenly generals and soldiers appeared in the high sky. 

Despite Ya Zi’s viciousness, it was his way of doing things, and the Heavenly Dao needed him to do the 

killing. By offending the Ancestral Dragon, Hao Ren had broken the Heavenly Laws! 

Since Hao Ren was Zhen Yuan Zi’s brother, he was on the level of True Immortal and must take 

responsibility to look after Heavenly Dao, and this was already expressed to him. Now that he had 

offended an Ancestral Dragon for his personal interests, he must be arrested and punished. 

Even the good old Zhen Yuan Zi couldn’t protect him! 

As to the other cultivators who were not True Immortals, they wouldn’t receive any punishment! 

“Arrest Hao Ren!” A crisp voice spread through the clouds. 



The broken golden shield flew to Little White’s side crookedly. After being severely injured by Ya Zi, its 

spirit property was greatly damaged, and it couldn’t battle alongside Hao Ren in a short time. 

“I’m not afraid of you! Attack!” 

While Zhen Yuan Zi hesitated, trying to think of a way to make peace, Zhao Kuo suddenly picked up his 

Black Dragon Spike and rushed toward the heavenly generals and soldiers. 

Zhao Kuo would fight whoever tried to arrest his nephew-in-law! 

He wanted to see how powerful the cultivators from the Heavenly Realm were! 

Hao Ren was furious, and the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar in the center of his palm shook slightly as if it 

were excited. 

Attack! 

Hot blood surged in his veins. 

Boom! The black Kirin rushed up from the ocean and flew up with Hao Ren, disrupting the neat 

formation of the so-called heavenly generals and soldiers. 

“Brother! Brother!” Zhen Yuan Zi called out. 

He tried to tell Hao Ren that the elixir pills which he made in Penglai Island in the past few days could 

also remove devil essence for Su Han and Hao Ren’s grandma. However, Hao Ren, Zhao Kuo, and Zhen 

Congming had dashed up into the high sky and disappeared in the clouds while they battled with the 

heavenly generals and soldiers! 
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“Ruff…” Seeing Hao Ren disappearing in the high sky, Little White chased after him while 

stepping on golden flames. 

Ruff…” The snow lion cubs who had been hiding in the ocean all rushed up and followed 

Little White. 

When the vortex appeared in the East Ocean Dragon Palace, the snow lions all went into 

hiding due to their demon beast instinct. When they saw Little White, they all came out as if 

they had seen their leader. 
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When Little White became Suan Ni’s disciple in the future, then these snow lion cubs would 

become Suan Ni’s grand disciples, and they could all potentially reach level 10 and even the 

Transformation Realm. What a magnificent sight it would be when they went out together! 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Several sword energies shot down from the high sky and suppressed Little White back to 

the surface of the ocean. 

Hao Ren knew that Little White was loyal, but he didn’t want her to take the risk with him 

especially after knowing that Little White was a little loli. 

The golden shield which had slid from Little White’s body when she flew up went back to 

her side and jumped onto her back. 

It had been disappointed when it saw that Hao Ren didn’t want to take it. Then, it dawned 

on the golden shield that Little White was now a level 10 demon beast and would soon 

reach the Transformation Realm; it suddenly realized that it could take Little White as its 

master! 

From now on, it would appear on the top of Little White’s head as a small round golden 

hairpin and decorate her pretty black hair! 

Bang… In the thick clouds, Hao Ren’s sword energies swept out and forced back hundreds 

of heavenly generals and soldiers! 

By his side, Zhao Kuo slashed out the Black Dragon Spike and instantly shattered two 

heavenly generals’ armor! 

Six heavenly generals had led hundreds of heavenly soldiers to arrest Hao Ren, not 

expecting that Hao Ren and Zhao Kuo would resist them! 

Hao Ren and Zhao Kuo had joined hands and pierced Ya Zi’s eyes; how could these 

heavenly generals and soldiers suppress this pair? 

Besides, there was a black Kirin spitting black fire closeby! 



Not able to block them, the heavenly generals and soldiers retreated while fighting! The 

cultivators from the Heavenly Realm would never die due to age, but it didn’t mean that 

they wouldn’t be killed in a battle! 

Bam! Hao Ren, Zhao Kuo, and Zhen Congming in his true black Kirin form forced the 

heavenly generals and soldiers back until they rushed into Fifth Heaven! 

These heavenly generals and soldiers appeared in the mortal world by using teleportation 

arrays to break through the void, but they couldn’t use the array formation to return when 

they were chased into Fifth Heaven by Hao Ren and the other two! 

The cultivators on Fifth Heaven saw a group of disheveled cultivators in golden and silver 

armor being chased after by two cultivators and a black Kirin. 

The cultivators in the three small sects around Ethereal Summit were so astonished that 

their eyes almost popped out of their eye sockets. 

The cultivator in the middle was the Herb King Master whom they served! 

These cultivators in golden and silver armors were not from this realm or the Dragon Tribe; 

they came from the Heavenly Realm! 

Just from the luster around each set of armor, the cultivators could tell that each armor was 

close to being celestial treasures! 

However, the Herb King Master was forcing back the cultivators of the Heavenly Realm 

continuously! His aura… was on the Soul Formation Realm! 

More importantly, they were shocked to see the legendary black Kirin assisting the Herb 

King Master. 

Instantly, the cultivators in the three small sects wondered what it meant for them. After all, 

the lives of the cultivators on Fifth Heaven had the least value, and they could be killed by 

relatively larger on Fifth Heaven, let alone the sects on Sixth Heaven. 

Messing with the Heavenly Realm… It was something that they didn’t dare to think about! 

Bang! 



Hao Ren’s sword energies shot out and sent dozens of heavenly generals and soldiers flying. 

If not for their armor which was equivalent to celestial treasures, they wouldn’t be able to 

get up again. 

“Hahaha! You’re so weak!” Zhao Kuo had just missed a fierce battle. When he came back to 

East Ocean City, he had just got to help Hao Ren pierce Ya Zi’s eyes. However, at this 

moment, his blood heated while the battle went on, and he sent three heavenly generals in 

golden armor flying backward! 

Golden and silver waves rushed toward Hao Ren and Zhao Kuo continuously but were 

pushed back by the two of them. 

The cultivators on Fifth Heaven watched them break through the array formation between 

Fifth Heaven and Sixth Heaven and enter Sixth Heaven. 

Hua… Hao Ren split the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar and blocked hundreds of heavenly 

soldiers while Zhao Kuo’s Black Dragon Spike emitted layers of black shadows, blocking 

three heavenly generals! 

Zhen Congming dashed left and right in his black Kirin form, knocking away the heavenly 

generals and soldiers. After taking the elixir pill that Qiu Niu gave to him, he had healed up, 

and the hard armor on the heavenly generals and soldiers were no match for his scales and 

horns! He shattered their armor one after another! 

Without the protection of their armor, none of them dared to battle with Hao Ren and Zhao 

Kuo. 

Lingwu Master and the other Nascent Soul Realm cultivators in Sky Mountain Sect had been 

cultivating in the sect. Hearing the upheaval on Sixth Heaven, they immediately flew out of 

their secret chambers. 

When they saw Hao Ren chasing after the disheveled heavenly generals and soldiers with a 

black Kirin, they gasped in astonishment. 

Hao Ren’s sword energies seemed to merge with a treasure, and they all turned into a 

blinding golden color. Wherever the golden sword energies went, a heavenly soldier would 

be sent flying for thousands of meters! 



Surrounded by golden sword energies, Hao Ren looked like a god while he rushed up the 

sky. 

Bam! Bam! Bam! Thousands of heavenly soldiers and dozens of heavenly generals in golden 

armors suddenly appeared from the void. 

“Master! Master…” The Nascent Soul Realm cultivators of Sky Mountain Sect warned Lingwu 

Master anxiously when they saw the latter still hovering in the air. 

Lingwu Master was watching in a daze. Before he was pulled by the Nascent Soul Realm 

cultivators to hide in the back mountain, he saw Hao Ren using a sword array formation and 

forcing back thousands of heavenly generals and soldiers! 

Instantly, golden light lit up Sixth Heaven! 

The black Kirin carried Hao Ren, and they battled with the heavenly generals who were 

several meters tall! With the treasure which looked like a golden and silver staff or long 

spear, he used several sword techniques, slashing open the armors of the generals! 

“He has a legendary black Kirin as his mount, and he can even defeat heavenly generals and 

soldiers. How powerful is he?” Lingwu Master thought. 

Wherever the golden staff went, waves of heavenly generals and soldiers were knocked 

down like harvested crops! 

While Lingwu Master shivered in shock, Hao Ren dashed through a group of heavenly 

generals and soldiers and shattered the array formation between Six Heaven and Seventh 

Heaven before rushing into Seventh Heaven on the black Kirin! 

Zhao Kuo followed him closely and rushed up as well. 

Thousands of heavenly generals and soldiers chased after them. 

Many lights flashed on Sixth Heaven, and then everything became quiet. 

Lingwu Master looked back at the Nascent Soul Realm cultivators and realized that he was 

drenched in sweat. 



Meanwhile, the Soul Formation Realm cultivators on Seventh Heaven heard the commotion 

on Sixth Heaven and were about to come out and investigate when they saw many golden 

and silver lights flashing on Seventh Heaven. The fighters on Sixth Heaven had come up 

here! 

The Soul Formation Realm cultivators were about to show their hands when they saw Hao 

Ren, a True Immortal and the brother of Zhen Yuan Zi, and thousands of heavenly generals 

and soldiers! 

When the immortals fought, it would be a disaster for the mortals. 

According to realms, the Soul Formation Realm cultivators were Earth Immortals. But 

compared to the True Immortals who had ascended to the Heavenly Realm, they were only 

mortals. 

Therefore, they moved to the distance since none of them wanted to be involved in such a 

conflict! 

Following Hao Ren, Zhao Kuo got more and more excited while he battled. He roared with 

laughter while a violent surge of nature essence rushed out from his dragon core and mystic 

crystal as if he were about to gain a breakthrough! 

“Damn Heaven! Since you don’t allow me to ascent to the Heavenly Dragon Realm, I’ll 

pierce a hole in you!” 

All his frustration, distress, and fury were vented out! 

Bang! Almost without any delay, Zhao Kuo and Hao Ren rushed onto Eighth Heaven! 

Thud! Thud! The heavenly generals and soldiers crashed onto the array formation between 

Seventh Heaven and Eighth Heaven and couldn’t break through it. This array formation was 

so hard that only Soul Formation Realm cultivators could break through! 

Hao Ren could be counted as a Soul Formation Realm cultivator, but these heavenly 

generals and soldiers were not powerful enough even though they were also titled True 

Immortals; they got their titles through special means just like Hao Ren. 

Boom! Riding on the black Kirin, Hao Ren flew toward the headquarters of Godly Cloud Dao. 



Zhao Kuo followed Hao Ren onto Eighth Heaven through the small crack that Hao Ren 

created. He had never come to Eighth Heaven before! 

The prosperous ancient cities were situated on both sides of the river while in the mountains 

shooting up into the clouds concealed the cultivation palaces of Godly Cloud Dao. 

“Eighth Heaven! I’m on Eighth Heaven!” Zhao Kuo wiped off the still warm blood stains on 

his face and yelled heartily. 

After fierce battles, he couldn’t calm down his excitement after entering the peaceful world. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Five Soul Formation Realm cultivators flew toward Hao Ren and Zhao Kuo. 

Even the Soul Formation Realm cultivators outside Godly Cloud Dao couldn’t enter Eighth 

Heaven without permission! 

Due to his respect for Qingfeng Hermit, Hao Ren didn’t attack these five Soul Formation 

Realm cultivators who were flying toward him. 

He had refined the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar with the Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus. After 

several fierce battles, he had formed a bond with his natal dharma treasure, and he easily 

sent out five golden light beams from his hands. 

“Supreme Spiritual Treasure!” 

Not able to recognize the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar, the five Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators sensed that the treasure which Hao Ren was using was at least a Supreme 

Spiritual Treasure and hurried to block it. 

Bang! 

Hao Ren felt like his blood surge up to the top of his head, and his vital soul had reached 

the Five-Petal Realm! His blood had heated up in the fierce battles while the five-elemental 

nature essence moved inside his body like crazy, propelling the sacred power of the Ocean-

Pacifying Godly Pillar to merge with his five-elemental mystic crystal completely! 

“Five-Petal Realm!” 



The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators gasped together and instantly moved tens of 

thousands of meters away. 

“This kid…” Zhao Kuo looked at Hao Ren in astonishment, not expecting the latter to merge 

his mystic crystal with the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar! 

“At this speed, he could probably reach the Six-Petal Realm! However, the realm that he 

achieves this way will probably not be stable!” Zhao Kuo thought to himself. 

Hua… Hao Ren’s Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar lifted Zhao Kuo. With the help of the black 

Kirin’s great speed, they entered the headquarters of Godly Cloud Dao in the blink of an 

eye. 

Hum… Suddenly, many golden and silver dharma notes rose in the sky like fireflies during 

the night in the summer. 

Dharma notes array formation based on the five-elemental Life-Death Notes! 

“Grandma must guard Eighth Heaven which is the entrance to the Heavenly Realm.” 

Qingfeng Hermit’s voice resonated in the region and awed Zhao Kuo. 

“If you insist on breaking into the Heavenly Realm, you must break this array formation!” 

Qingfeng Hermit’s tone turned from gentle to firm. 

Eighth Heaven was the only way leading up to the Heavenly Realm from the mortal world. 

Ninth Cloud was on top of Eighth Heaven, and the so-called breaking the void was traveling 

through Ninth Cloud. 

Godly Cloud Dao was the sect closest to the Heavenly Realm and the Heavenly Dao and had 

the responsibility of separating the Heavenly Realm from the mortal world. 

Despite her intention of letting Hao Ren pass, with her son as the Godly Cloud Dao Master 

and herself as the most powerful cultivator of Godly Cloud Dao, she had a duty to block 

Hao Ren. 

If Hao Ren went up to the Heavenly Realm, he would be punished severely unless he could 

defeat the Queen Mother of the West. Since Hao Ren was crucial for Xie Yujia’s happiness, 

Qingfeng Hermit hoped that he could stop here before the situation got worse. 



While she was thinking, Hao Ren released many sword energies from his body and rushed 

into Godly Cloud City where she had established the dharma note array formation! 

Zhen Congming released black light from his black Kirin form which burned up the tiny 

dharma notes! 

The cultivators of Godly Cloud City were astonished to see that Hao Ren and the others 

broke into the city. 

No one knew when Godly Cloud Dao was established, but the time was much earlier than 

those sects on Seventh Heaven, Sixth Heaven, and Fifth Heaven. In other words, Godly 

Cloud Dao was in a league of its own. 

Godly Cloud Dao was originally a part of heaven! 

The cultivation sects below Eighth Heaven had been sects on the land. They had battled 

among themselves and with the Dragon Tribe, and they were eventually forced out of the 

land by the dragon cultivators. Then, they rose into the high sky with great cultivation 

power. Therefore, anything under Eighth Heaven was considered the Mortal Realm. 

Since Godly Cloud Dao had control over heavenly lightning bolts, even Heaven Dragons, 

and Soul Formation Realm cultivators didn’t dare to trespass this place, let alone entering 

Godly Cloud City, the center of Godly Cloud Dao! 

In its long history, only one unparalleled demon king had rushed into Godly Cloud City a 

little over 1,000 years ago, and no cultivator was his match. He had traveled through Eighth 

Heaven and rushed onto the Heavenly Realm. 

However, two men and one beast were breaking into Godly Cloud City by force today! 

Hum! 

All the dharma notes hovering in the air interacted with each other and lit up. They could 

borrow power from nature to kill Six-Petal Realm and even Seven-Petal Realm cultivators. 

Light Splitting Sword Shadow Scroll! 

Hao Ren released many sword energies using the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar. 



Although Qingfeng Hermit’s five-elemental Life-Death Notes could dominate over Hao 

Ren’s Light Sword Splitting Shadow Scroll, Hao Ren had the best five-elemental mystic 

crystal and the best treasure. It made the situation different! 

Zhao Kuo released overwhelming sword energies from his body as well. 

“Break the array formation! We’ll break it together!” he shouted. 

The golden and silver dharma notes suddenly turned into radiant five-colored dharma notes 

which changed positions according to the changing positions of the stars in the universe. 

Hua… Hao Ren’s sword energies swept out with Zhao Kuo’s. 

However, the number of dharma notes was greater than that of the sword energies! 

Each note handled one sword energy while the rest entered the acupoints on Hao Ren, Zhao 

Kuo, and the black Kirin’s body. 

Even those Soul Formation Realm cultivators in Kunlun Mountain wouldn’t dare to try this 

dharma note array formation, but Hao Ren and Zhao Kuo just dashed into the center! 

“Go!” 

Hao Ren waved his hand, and the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar dashed up into the sky 

before splitting into billions of smaller pillars which spread all over Godly Cloud City like 

exploding fireworks. 

Sitting steadily in the small courtyard, Qingfeng Hermit saw that Hao Ren was at the Five-

Petal Realm and knew he had borrowed the power from the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar. 

She shook her head slowly and withdrew her hand. 

The dharma notes all over the vast Godly Cloud City suddenly flew up and caught the many 

small pillars. Then, the dharma notes condensed into a pillar as well and struck the Ocean-

Pacifying Godly Pillar. 

Feeling a blow to his chest, Hao Ren spat out a mouthful of blood. Since the Ocean-

Pacifying Godly Pillar was his natal dharma treasure, his body couldn’t take the collision with 

Qingfeng Hermit’s dharma notes. 



“Go!” Hao Ren urged. 

Zhen Congming pushed Zhao Kuo with his horns on his forehead and dashed toward the 

Immortal-Ascending Platform on the tall mountain in the city. 

Instantly, billions of dharma notes scattered around in Godly Cloud City before vanishing 

gradually into the void. 

Hao Ren knew that Qingfeng Hermit had let him pass purposefully after teaching him a 

lesson, reminding him that there were always more powerful people in the world. 

Meanwhile, that blow to his chest showed to the world that Qingfeng Hermit had 

performed her duty of blocking him. 

In fact, Hao Ren clearly knew that the main reasons that he and Zhao Kuo could pierce Ya 

Zi’s eyes were that Ya Zi was injured by Qiu Niu and Suan Ni’s attacks, his movement was 

restrained by Lady Zhen and the other two Six-Petal Realm cultivators, and Ya Zi’s over-

confidence. 

However, Hao Ren wouldn’t retreat before the difficulty just because of Qingfeng Hermit’s 

warning. Since he had gone this far, he would battle his way up! 

He would obtain justice through fighting! 

In a blurring black light, the black Kirin dashed to the Immortal-Ascending Platform and 

paused for a second before rushing toward Ninth Cloud. 

If the Heavenly Realm didn’t dare to let them up, it would push them into the void, and they 

would get lost in it. 

However, Hao Ren bet that they would take the challenge! 

Zhen Congming had thrown caution to the wind. He was supposed to stay beside Wu 

Luoxue and live a peaceful life as an elementary school student, but now his beast blood 

was heated up by Hao Ren! 

Afraid that Zhen Congming who grew up in the chaotic Demon would cause trouble, Qiu 

Niu had been very strict with him, but it couldn’t suppress his wild nature! 

In the whole world, probably only Wu Luoxue could keep Zhen Congming in control! 



His black claws released a black light that was darker than the void! The Five-Petal Realm 

black Kirin could break the void on his own already! 

Hao Ren opened the small bag that Qiu Niu gave him and saw five red elixir pills inside. 

Without thinking, he picked up one and swallowed it, and his wounded meridians instantly 

heal. It was a level 10 elixir pill! 

Hua… They suddenly appeared before the bright and wide heavenly gate! 

The heavenly gate that Hao Ren had broken had been repaired as if it were brand new. Like 

last time, there was no array formation around the entrance since no array formation could 

block the cultivators who could come this far. 

Instead of many troops and powerful immortals who ascended to the Heavenly Realm first, 

only one cultivator with a hairy face and intense eyes stood in front of the gate. 
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“Sun… Wukong?” 

Hao Ren blurted out this name almost without hesitation. 

He had been surprised when he found that the ultimate treasure in the Dragon God Shrine was the 

Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar. Now seeing the hairy-faced cultivator standing before him, he immediately 

thought of the legendary Monkey King! 

“Hehe! You know my name!” The cultivator smiled and then his face turned dark. “A weak cultivator like 

you dares to call me directly? I’m The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal!” 

Hum! 

A green jade staff appeared in his hand, and he said, “Since you could refine the Ocean-Pacifying Godly 

Pillar, I guess you’re not an ordinary cultivator. Attack!” 

Hua… The green staff shot out many green shadows which crashed toward Hao Ren like mountains, not 

giving him any time to react. 

Astonished, Hao Ren thought that this guy was more reckless than the legends had said. The nature 

essence of the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar rushed out from his palms, shooting toward the waves of 

green shadows. 

The black Kirin, which was Zhen Congming, spat out a wave of black light and charged up with Hao Ren, 

and Zhao Kuo dashed toward Sun Wukong with his Black Dragon Spike as well. 

“Three vs. one. Hehe! Interesting!” 



Pointing his staff to the left and then right, Sun Wukong sent the black Kirin and Zhao Kuo flying for 

hundreds of meters. Feeling severe damages in their demonic core and dragon core, they couldn’t get 

up from the ground. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! The staff shadows swept toward Hao Ren like boundless water waves! 

“You dare to use the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar!” 

The green staff shadows connecting and formed a blurry wave before striking Hao Ren’s chest instantly 

with vicious force. 

After Su Wukong decided to stay in the Heavenly Realm and cultivate, the immortals persuaded him to 

put the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar back into East Ocean since they were afraid that he would make 

trouble here. Feeling the solitude as an unrivaled master, he thought it was useless to keep the Ocean-

Pacifying Godly Pillar, which was why he put it back into East Ocean to suppress that devil eye. 

However, after more than 1,000 years, he now realized that the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar had 

become this young man’s weapon, and the latter had even refined it into his natal dharma treasure! 

This would bring disgrace to his awe-inspiring name as Heaven’s Equal! 

He had searched all over the world and couldn’t find a rival who could beat him. He had gone to the 

Demon Sea and wounded several big demon kings. Then, he went to Penglai Island where the so-called 

Leader of Earthly Immortals Zhen Yuan Zi established the Seven Killing Array, and he broke the array 

formation easily. 

Due to the genial temperament of Zhen Yuan Zi, Sun Wukong was somehow ‘tricked’ by him and 

became his brother, which made it hard for him to battle Zhen Yuan Zi. 

Then, he had rushed to Eighth Heaven and beat all the cultivators of Godly Cloud Dao senseless before 

rushing up to the Heavenly Realm. The immortals joined forces to block him, but he still crashed into the 

Heavenly Palace. 

He didn’t stop until the Queen Mother of the West enlisted the help of the nine Ancestral Dragons. Only 

Ya Zi among the nine Ancestral Dragons could barely fight with him, but Su Wukong still beat Ya Zi 

senseless with the Heavenly Lightning Staff techniques that he had created himself. 

While the nine Ancestral Dragons joined hands and broke even with him, Zhen Yuan Zi came up from 

land to break the fight. Due to his respect for Zhen Yuan Zi, Su Wukong stopped the fight and stayed in 

the Heavenly Realm to cultivate. 

After more than 1,000 years of cultivation in the Heavenly Realm, his temperament got steadier while 

the title the Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal gradually spread all over the world. 

Hao Ren didn’t expect that he would have to fight with Sun Wukong, so he could only use sword array 

formations to block Sun Wukong’s staff technique. 

“Oh? The power of the Heavenly Dao!” Sun Wukong looked at Hao Ren in surprise while he leaped up 

with both hands holding one end of the staff. “Working against the Heavenly Dao with the power of the 

Heavenly Dao!” 



Sun Wukong was indeed the No.1 Genius in the world since he had cultivated to the Seven-Petal Realm 

within only a few hundred years. After his battle with the nine Ancestral Dragons especially Ya Zi, he had 

reached the Eight-Petal Realm! 

In the past 1,000 years, he had been seeking the opportunity to reach the mighty Nine-Petal Realm, but 

he couldn’t find a rival who could battle and stimulate him! 

Even the Queen Mother of the West and Zhen Yuan Zi were only at the Seven-Petal Realm. There was 

only one Nine-Petal Realm entity in the world, and that entity was the Godly Dragon who created the 

world. 

Although Hao Ren also charged onto the Heavenly Realm and looked powerful, he was only at the Five-

Petal Realm, which greatly disappointed Sun Wukong! 

After all, when Sun Wukong turned the Heavenly Realm upside-down, he was at the Seven-Petal Realm. 

“The cultivators nowadays are really lame!” Sun Wukong thought to himself. 

However, Sun Wukong was a bit surprised at the power of Heavenly Dao in Hao Ren’s body. It meant 

that the Heavenly Dao leaned toward him and hoped that he would shoulder the responsibility of 

guarding the Heavenly Dao against catastrophes, but Hao Ren had battled his way up! 

It was really weird! 

When Sun Wukong battled his way up, there had been no protection from the Heavenly Dao. Instead, 

he had rushed up against the fierce heavenly lightning bolts! 

Fighting with Hao Ren was fighting the Heavenly Dao in a sense, but Hao Ren had rushed up onto the 

Heavenly Realm to break the Heavenly Dao! 

Feeling the immense power of the Heavenly Dao in Hao Ren’s sword energies, Sun Wukong was 

confused! However, he wondered if he would break through to the Nine-Petal Realm if he defeated the 

Heavenly Dao! 

Boom! Sun Wukong put more energy into his green staff! 

He had chosen a fragile jade staff as his weapon because his strength had reached the realm of turning 

anything including a flower or a leaf into a dharma treasure. He had picked the most fragile jade staff to 

relieve the fear in the immortals’ mind. 

However, these immortals were a bit naïve if they thought that Sun Wukong couldn’t defeat them with a 

jade staff! 

Seeing the green shadows condensing into a jade staff, Hao Ren suddenly was immobilized and couldn’t 

dodge as if Tai Mountain was sitting on his head. 

“You’re too weak. I’d better take back the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar!” Sun Wukong pointed his jade 

staff onto the tip of Hao Ren’s Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar. 

Suddenly, Hao Ren felt like his hands were exploded while the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar bounced up 

at the slight pointing of the jade staff! 



He had used the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar which was connected to his mind, but he still was no 

match for Sun Wukong who only used a jade staff. 

It felt as if he were using a metal sword and fighting someone who had a tree branch, and that person 

used the tree branch and knocked his sword away. 

Due to his combat instinct, Hao Ren knew that he couldn’t let go of his weapon, so his hands which had 

been knocked off the pillar suddenly clutched onto the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar. 

“Let go!” Sun Wukong moved the jade staff which released a clinging force around the Ocean-Pacifying 

Godly Pillar and pulled it up. 

Ding! When the cold Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar entered his hands, Sun Wukong instantly felt the 

familiar sensation. 

Hua… He waved the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar and released waves of golden and silver lights. 

His magnificent aura shook the Heavenly Realm! 

The lights almost blinded Hao Ren, and he knew that this was the true power of the Ocean-Pacifying 

Godly Pillar! 

Now, Sun Wukong had a sudden urge of turning the Heavenly Palace upside-down again and see if these 

immortals had gained any progress over the past thousands of years! 

“Kid, since you delivered the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar to me, I’ll spare your life!” Sun Wukong was 

about to put away the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar when he found that it was still connected to Hao 

Ren’s mind. He released the power of Eight-Petal Realm and tried to erased Hao Ren’s spiritual senses 

that were on this weapon. 

“Huh…” He was surprised. 

He found that the bond between the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar and Hao Ren’s spiritual senses were so 

strong that he couldn’t erase it! 

The five-elemental mystic crustal in Hao Ren’s body had merged entirely with the Ocean-Pacifying Godly 

Pillar, so Sun Wukong couldn’t erase Hao Ren’s spiritual senses from the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar 

unless he killed Hao Ren! 

“Are you the treasure soul of the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar?” Sun Wukong widened his bright eyes 

and looked at Hao Ren in bafflement. 

The only explanation that he could come up for the perfect bond between Hao Ren and the Ocean-

Pacifying Godly Pillar was that this sacred treasure somehow nurtured a treasure soul from with it, and 

this treasure soul got so strong that it turned into a human. With this perfect bond, it meant that the 

Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar was destined to belong to Hao Ren! 

Hum… The Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar vanished from Sun Wukong’s hand and returned to Hao Ren’s 

body automatically. 



Not a five-elemental cultivator, Sun Wukong had battled his way up from being a small demon king and 

didn’t know about the fact that Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus which Hao Ren planted in his dragon core 

was the best five-element mystic crystal in the world, and it was the perfect match to the Ocean-

Pacifying Godly Pillar. 

“You’re such a fortunate guy. I’ll teach you cultivation!” Sun Wukong suddenly reached out his hand to 

grab Hao Ren. 

Hao Ren sent out a wave of sword energies and then used the Mystic Water Sword Techniques 

smoothly! The Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar slid out from his hand and automatically turned into a 

longsword that had a golden blade and a silver handle! 

Five elements combined into lightning! Hao Ren slashed the sword around and stabbed toward Sun 

Wukong’s arm. 

“I want to take you as my disciple, and you are reluctant!” 

Living a boring life on the Heavenly Realm, Sun Wukong saw this young cultivator who could merge 

perfectly with the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar coming to the Heavenly Realm and wanted to take him as 

his disciple for fun. However, to his surprise, this young cultivator dared to refuse him! 

He was convinced that Hao Ren was the treasure soul of the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar or had at least 

merged with the treasure soul of the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar, and this was why he wanted to keep 

Hao Ren by his side to cultivate since he had partnered with the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar more than 

1,000 years ago. 

Seeing Hao Ren fighting with Sun Wukong, Zhen Congming and Zhao Kuo immediately ran over to help. 

Sun Wukong kicked them to the sides and then fought Hao Ren with bare hands. “I’ll beat you into 

submission!” 

He suppressed his strength to Five-Petal Realm, determined to defeat Hao Ren with bare hands! 

In the past 1,000 years, Sun Wukong couldn’t find a proper rival to fight with and had to lower his own 

realm and battle with the Six-Petal Realm and Seven-Petal Realm cultivators. Despite the significant 

progress in his combat skills, his realm stayed the same. 

Right now, the Six-Petal Realm and Seven-Petal Realm cultivators on the Heavenly Realm were scared of 

him. They stationed young disciples at the entrance of their palaces to alert them when Sun Wukong 

came so that they could get away from the back door. 

For Sun Wukong, it had been many years since the last time that he lowered himself to the Five-Petal 

Realm. 

Bam! Bam! Bam! 

Sun Wukong’s punches were so powerful that Hao Ren couldn’t block them even with the Ocean-

Pacifying Godly Pillar that was in the longsword form. 



“Damn it…” After being forced back continuously, Hao Ren finally got furious. Putting away the Ocean-

Pacifying Godly Pillar, he leaped forward and took a solid stance before using the fundamental boxing 

techniques of the East Ocean Dragon Clan! 

The sight stupefied Zhao Kuo who just got up from the ground. 

“Hao Ren is fighting with the legendary Sun Wukong with the fundamental boxing techniques instead of 

the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar?” he thought to himself. 

“Hehe…” Sun Wukong’s attack speed quickened suddenly and created many phantoms. 

While holding his breath, Hao Ren circulated his abundant nature essence around his meridians like 

sword energies while he moved faster, keeping pace with his rival. 

They moved so fast in the battle that Zhao Kuo and Zhen Congming almost couldn’t tell them apart. At 

Five-Petal Realm which was higher than the Soul Formation Realm and the Heavenly Dragon Realm, they 

were still fighting like hooligans on the street! 

This was ridiculous! 

Whoosh! A light beam flew from below and stopped inside the heavenly gate. 

The cultivator in the grey Taoist robe was Zhen Yuan Zi. 

He had thought that Hao Ren could never pass the Godly Cloud Dao on Eighth Heaven even though he 

could force back the heavenly generals and soldiers. After putting the furious and severely wounded Ya 

Zi in his Penglai Island to recover, Zhen Yuan Zi had immediately flown up to Eighth Heaven. 

Despite his bloodthirsty nature, Ya Zi represented the Heavenly Dao. After all, Ya Zi’s killing was the duty 

that the Heavenly Dao assigned to him, and it was necessary to keep everything in check. 

Zhen Yuan Zi attributed Hao Ren’s ignorance of the situation to his young age and the identity as a 

mortal who couldn’t look at the changes in the world in an aloof manner. He just hoped that this third 

brother of his wouldn’t make the trouble bigger. 

When Sun Wukong dashed onto the Heavenly Realm and almost destroyed all the palaces, it was Ya Zi 

who had blocked him with great efforts and prevented the situation from getting worse. It was due to Ya 

Zi’s contribution and merits that the Queen Mother of the West favored him. Ya Zi was required to 

handle the extreme situations when the Heavenly Dao was in threat. 

However, Hao Ren knew nothing about all this. 

From the viewpoint of the Queen Mother of the West, Hao Ren had wounded Ya Zi due to his personal 

interests. 

After comforting Ya Zi and leaving him in the Penglai Island to heal, Zhen Yuan Zi hurried up onto Eighth 

Heaven. But to his surprise, he found that Eighth Heaven hadn’t stopped Hao Ren. With an ominous 

feeling, he hurried to the Heavenly Realm to make peace. 

Seeing Hao Ren and Sun Wukong fighting, he was distressed, and he tried to calm them down. 

“Second Brother, Second Brother! Third Brother, Third Brother! Stop fighting! Stop fighting…” 



However, Hao Ren and Sun Wukong had been worked up by the fierce fight and wouldn’t stop! 

Hao Ren had gotten over his initial awe and was trying his best to win in the exchanges by a bit. 

Meanwhile, Sun Wukong found that Hao Ren wasn’t as weak as he had imagined since the latter had 

combined sword techniques into boxing techniques, which was quite powerful despite the unstable 

Five-Petal Realm. 

Bang! Bang! Hao Ren and Sun Wukong exchanged another five to six kicks and punches. 

“Second Brother! Second Brother! Third Brother! Third Brother!” 

Zhen Yuan Zi moved around them from left to right and then from back to front, looking like a referee 

instead of a fight breaker. He wanted to pull them apart but was afraid that it would infuriate them even 

more. 

Seeing that neither of them could get the upper hand in a short time and neither intended to kill the 

other, Zhen Yuan Zi relaxed and stood aside, calculating with his fingers. 

“Oh…” Suddenly, he looked up in alarm, and he panicked a little. 

“I got it wrong!” 

After calculating the Heavenly Dao, he realized that the Heavenly Dao’s chosen one wasn’t Hao Ren! 

Despite the unpredictability of the Heavenly Dao, Zhen Yuan Zi should be able to get a clue as the leader 

of Earthly Immortals and arrange things beforehand. All the signs had told him that Hao Ren should be 

the chosen one of the Heavenly Dao, but now… 

Due to his mistake, the Heavenly Dao had leaned toward Hao Ren who was not the chosen one! 

Although Hao Ren wasn’t the chosen one by the Heavenly Dao, he had refined the Ocean-Pacifying 

Godly Pillar which should belong to the real chosen one! 

Zhen Yuan Zi instantly got anxious. 

No mistake was allowed in the turning of the Heavenly Dao. The only duty in his leisure life was to select 

the chosen one of the Heavenly Dao, but he had messed it up! Sweat drops instantly appeared on his 

forehead. 

Frowning, he immediately did the calculation again. 

“Strange. How come there are four people…” Zhen Yuan Zi suddenly found that there should be four 

creatures who had rushed onto the Heavenly Realm! 

Hao Ren, Zhen Congming, and Zhao Kuo… Who was the fourth? 

“How come there is an extra?” Zhen Yuan Zi calculated once again, and the number was the same! 

However, with his Seven-Petal Realm, Zhen Yuan Zi wasn’t able to sense anyone who was hiding nearby. 

“Is it possible that the devil dragon which disturbed the world had also come up in the chaos?” he 

thought to himself. 



With an ominous feeling, Zhen Yuan Zi was about to stop the fight between Hao Ren and Sun Wukong 

when two crisp shouts came from the Heavenly Palace! 

In beautiful cyan and green dresses, Lu Linlin and Lu Lili dashed over! 

Their official names were Chenxin and Chenyi, the goddesses of the Heavenly Realm and the Heavenly 

Heart Palace Masters! 

“Gongzi!” 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili landed beside Hao Ren in the blink of an eye. 

“Humph!” Standing on either side of Hao Ren, they snorted slightly and took out the Yin-Yang Bracelets, 

shooting them toward Sun Wukong. 

When they got the news that Hao Ren had rushed onto the Heavenly Realm, they were elated… “Gongzi 

finally came!” 

Then, they got the information that Hao Ren was fighting with Sun Wukong, the most powerful master 

on the Heavenly Realm. Not able to control themselves, they flew out with their treasures. 

After they left Hao Ren, they had been thinking of him each second. If not for the Queen Mother of the 

West, they would have rushed down the Heavenly Realm to find him! 

Now that Hao Ren had rushed up to the Heavenly Realm and was fighting fiercely at the gate, they had 

no reason to stay put. 

If Hao Ren rebelled, they would follow him and rebel as well! 

Even if the Queen Mother of the West might want to punish them, they didn’t care! 

They would never regret their decisions! 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Lu Linlin and Lu Lili unleashed their power. With identical Immortal Physiques and 

Seven-Core Five-Color Lotuses in their bodies, they bonded with Hao Ren through minds and hearts! 

Seven-Petal Realm!!! 

Chapter 786: Wrong Calculation… (1.6 in 1 Chapter) 

 

“Linlin! Lili!” 

Surprise and delight appeared on Hao Ren’s face when he saw them. After they left, he had missed them 

dearly. Therefore, he was thrilled when he saw them again. 

“Gongzi!” After smiling sweetly at Hao Ren, Lu Linlin and Lu Lili shot out the Yin-Yang Bracelets and 

forced back Sun Wukong. 

They had thrown caution out of the window and stood firmly by Hao Ren’s side! 



Since Hao Ren had the Immortal Physique which was split from their bodies, and they all had the Seven-

Core Five-Color Lotuses from the same root in their bodies, Hao Ren’s mind was connected to theirs and 

thus could sense their happiness. 

The battle turned from one-on-one to three-on-one! 

With their Seven-Petal Realms, Lu Linlin and Lu Lili combined forces and elevated Hao Ren to the Six-

Petal Realm temporarily! 

Sun Wukong had been surprised that he couldn’t defeat Hao Ren when he lowered himself to Hao Ren’s 

realm. Seeing his rival getting two Seven-Petal Realm assistants from the Heavenly Palace, he got 

frustrated and instantly returned to the Eight-Petal Realm. 

He never fought with women before, but he found that these two women were quite fierce in their 

attacks. After taking a closer look, he realized that they were the adopted daughters of the Queen 

Mother of the West and the Heavenly Heart Palace Masters! 

Despite Sun Wukong’s cleverness, he was baffled, wondering why the two favorite girls of the Queen 

Mother of the West were helping this guy. 

“Is it possible that this guy is the love child of the Queen Mother of the West?” Sun Wukong wondered 

spitefully. 

Standing by the heavenly gate, Zhen Yuan Zi was also puzzled, not able to understand the change in the 

situation. 

While Sun Wukong lowered his realm and fought with Hao Ren, the favorite girls of the Queen Mother 

of the West suddenly entered the fray to help Hao Ren. It was a public rebellion! 

The Heavenly Heart Palace Masters were the head managers of the palaces in the Heavenly Realm! 

Under the jointed attacks of the three, even Sun Wukong found it hard to block since he didn’t want to 

injure Lu Linlin and Lu Lili. 

Seeing the flashing lights in Sun Wukong’s eyes, Zhen Yuan Zi knew that his second brother was going to 

lose his temple. Therefore, Zhen Yuan Zi quickly tried to comfort Sun Wukong, “Second Brother! Second 

Brother…” 

While the Heavenly Dao was turning the cycle, Zhen Yuan Zi couldn’t even do his calculations accurately. 

If Sun Wukong lost his temple, the situation would get out of control. 

Despite his mistake in calculation, Zhen Yuan Zi and Hao Ren had become brothers. Besides, he could 

tell that Hao Ren would become a figure since he had reached the current realm in only one year. 

Of course, Sun Wukong had relied only on himself while Hao Ren had got a lot of outside assistance. 

However, it also meant that Hao Ren could catch all the critical opportunities. 

“Hao Ren! You keep him here while I break in!” Zhao Kuo suddenly yelled and rushed into the heavenly 

gate while riding on the black Kirin. 



Seeing Zhao Kuo, the Third Lord of East Ocean, intending to break in, Zhen Yuan Zi was about to cry out 

and stop him. Before he could open his mouth, Zhao Kuo had rushed into the heavenly gate. 

Neither Sun Wukong or Zhen Yuan Zi paid much attention to Zhao Kuo who was only a Three-Petal 

Realm cultivator, but he dared to break into the heavenly gate! 

Boom! 

Standing behind the heavenly gate, hundreds of immortals attacked at the same time. 

Zhao Kuo was astonished when he saw so many immortals hiding behind the heavenly gate. He had told 

Zhen Congming his plan of breaking into the palaces and rob the elixir pills, and the latter had agreed to 

do it together. 

However, the immortals were prepared. While Sun Wukong blocked the three outside of the heavenly 

gate, they hid inside the gate and decided to kill Hao Ren with 10,000 heavenly lightning bolts if he 

dared to break in! 

However, instead of Hao Ren who was in the Five-Petal Realm, Zhao Kuo who was in the Three-Petal 

Realm rushed into the heavenly gate recklessly! 

Astonished, Zhao Kuo immediately kicked the black Kirin outside of the gate while he raised his hands to 

block the combined attacks of the immortals with his body! 

It was his idea, and he must take responsibility! With Sun Wukong fighting in front of the heavenly gate, 

he didn’t expect that cultivators were hiding in the white clouds inside the heavenly gate! Seeing the 

danger, he wouldn’t allow the black Kirin to die with him! 

“Third Uncle!” 

Seeing the flashing lightning flashes inside the heavenly gate, Hao Ren knew that something was wrong 

and flew toward the heavenly gate. 

Looking back, Sun Wukong saw the immortals who were lurking inside the heavenly gate launching the 

World-Ending Lightning Bolts, and he cursed them in silence, “Shameless!” 

When he had broken onto the Heavenly Realm, he was almost destroyed by their combined attacks. If 

not for his Seven-Petal Realm and the protection of the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar, he would have 

been crushed to ashes! 

After more than 1,000 years, they were using their old trick again! If he hadn’t blocked Hao Ren, the 

latter would have been destroyed by them! 

The black Kirin tumbled out of the heavenly gate, and the heavenly gate was turned into dust almost at 

the same time! 

It was the World-Ending Lightning Bolts jointly launched by a group of immortals! 

Any cultivators who broke onto the Heavenly Realm without permission would be welcomed by this 

attack! 



Zhen Yuan Zi widened his eyes in astonishment and thought that Zhao Kuo who was only at the Three-

Petal Realm would surely be turned into nothing by this attack. 

“These immortals are so cold and unreasonable.” Zhen Yuan Zi shook his head helplessly. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

The World-Ending Lightning Bolts contained nine strikes! 

After the nine strikes, even Zhao Kuo’s soul would be destroyed! 

Hao Ren was about to rush over when he was suddenly lifted lightly. “Kid! Stay here!” 

Sun Wukong appeared behind Hao Ren and lifted Hao Ren by piercing his green jade staff through Hao 

Ren’s clothes. 

With his unstable Six-Petal Realm, Hao Ren would surely die if he rushed into the Word-Ending Lightning 

Tribulation! When Hao Ren tried to break onto the Heavenly Realm with the Ocean-Pacifying Godly 

Pillar, Sun Wukong had just wanted to test him but didn’t want him to die! 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili also grabbed Hao Ren’s arms to stop him from rushing into the Word-Ending 

Lightning Tribulation; even they didn’t dare to face such power. 

“Hahaha! Come on! Again!” 

In the flashing lightning bolts, Hao Ren suddenly heard Zhao Kuo’s roars. 

The first three strikes of the Word-Ending Lightning Tribulation hadn’t killed Zhao Kuo! 

Baffled, Zhen Yuan Zi also looked toward the flashing lightning bolts. After all, even he felt tingles all 

over his body in the face of such powerful heavenly lightning bolts. How could Zhao Kuo withstand it? 

“Is it possible that…” Zhen Yuan Zi froze. 

The World-Ending Lightning Tribulation was used to destroy high-level cultivators, but Zhao Kuo took it 

as his Heavenly Tribulation. 

“Again! Again!” In the blinding white light, Zhao Kuo turned into a black dragon, turning and roaring. 

The heavenly lightning bolts beat him into his true form but couldn’t kill him or shatter him! Zhao Kuo 

was passing his Heavenly Tribulation! 

Floating slowly to Hao Ren’s side, Zhen Congming looked toward the flashing heavenly lightning bolts in 

astonishment. 

Lightning cultivation! 

This thought dawned on Hao Ren. 

Zhao Kuo had tempered his body with five-elemental nature essence but hadn’t used the method of 

lightning cultivation. It wasn’t that he hadn’t thought of this method; he wanted to temper his meridians 

and bones first and then inject the heavenly lightning energy into his body during the Heaven 

Tribulation! 



He wanted to absorb all the power in the Heavenly Tribulation in one breath! 

Although this approach was very risky, he would get stronger after taking the first few heavenly 

lightning bolts, and then he could use this power to block the later attacks! 

Since he cultivated the Light Splitting Sword Shadow Scroll and tempered his body with five-elemental 

nature essence first, he could absorb and convert more lightning energy! 

Hao Ren was shocked by Zhao Kuo’s bold plan! 

This man was challenging the Heaven Tribulation at the risk of his life! He had taken the Word-Ending 

Lightning Tribulation as his own Heavenly Tribulation! 

Roar… Zhao Kuo flew up in his black dragon form while the magnificent heavenly lightning bolts 

followed him. 

It wouldn’t stop until the ninth strike was launched. 

With his arms held by Lu Linlin and Lu Lili, Hao Ren stood at the position where the heavenly gate had 

been and watched Zhao Kuo being beaten into the pitch-black Ninth Cloud. 

He had watched Zhao Kuo withstand the first Heavenly Tribulation on the surface of the ocean, and he 

was witnessing Zhao Kuo’s second Heavenly Tribulation on the Heavenly Realm. 

In the blink of an eye, Zhao Kuo had been beaten down for thousands of meters, and he almost dropped 

into the Ninth Heaven where the void was! 

Suddenly, many golden light dots appeared in the black void and flew toward Zhao Kuo. 

The immortals who activated the World-Ending Lightning Tribulation with the power of the Heavenly 

Dao were a bit surprised, but they still launched the sixth strike. 

The tiny golden light dots flew toward Zhao Kuo at a greater speed and merged into the black dragon, 

covering him in a layer of golden colors! 

When the sixth heavenly lightning bolt crashed onto Zhao Kuo’s body, it was bounced back. When the 

seventh heavenly lightning bolt landed on him, only small waves of light appeared. 

The ninth heavenly lightning bolt crashed toward him with great force and almost struck Zhao Kuo onto 

Eighth Heaven, but Zhao Kuo bounced back up abruptly! 

A Heavenly Dragon with flashing golden light! 

Zhao Kuo had passed the Heaven Tribulation and became a Heavenly Dragon! 

Hao Ren was at a loss for words while he watched Zhao Kuo’s dragon body expand further and turn into 

a five-colored dragon that even the immortals had to look up to! 

Zhao Kuo became the first five-elemental Heavenly Dragon in the last 1,000 years! 

Despite his longer cultivation time, he had been overtaken by Hao Ren in realm due to the latter’s 

abundant opportunities. However, he had still passed the Heavenly Tribulation earlier than Hao Ren! 



Without experiencing the Heavenly Tribulation, Hao Ren’s Five-Petal Realm and Six-Petal Realm weren’t 

stable. 

Turning into a five-colored light, Zhao Kuo rushed back to the spot where the heavenly gate was and 

knocked down the immortals with a wave of his dragon tail. 

The so-called Heavenly Immortals were the cultivators who had ascended to the Heavenly Realm, and 

the gods such as the Queen Mother of the West and Zhen Yuan Zi were among the earliest group of 

cultivators. 

After reaching the Heavenly Dragon Realm as a five-elemental cultivator, Zhao Kuo was even stronger 

than most of the Heavenly Immortals! 

After passing the Word-Ending Lightning Tribulation and merging the five elements, Zhao Kuo had 

reached the Five-Petal Realm! 

“Dad! Look!” Zhao Kuo turned two circles in the sky and cried out in a resonant voice, “I, Zhao Zhao, 

have ascended to the Heavenly Dragon Realm!” 

He had fulfilled his promise to his father by reaching the Heavenly Dragon Realm! 

Whoosh! The Black Dragon Spike suddenly shot out from Zhao Kuo’s dragon claw, and the vague black 

dragon flew out from the Black Dragon Spike. 

It was Zhao Haoran’s 1,000-year-old dragon soul that was attached to the Black Dragon Spike! 

As short as the Black Dragon Spike, Zhao Haoran’s dragon soul looked at Zhao Kuo and nodded in 

satisfaction while he began to scatter in the void. 

As a father, Zhao Haoran’s last wish was to see his youngest son with the best talent and greatest 

diligence enter the Heavenly Dragon Realm! 

That was why he had attached his dragon soul to the Black Dragon Spike to battle alongside his youngest 

son and witness the moment when Zhao Kuo turned into a Heaven Dragon! 

Zhao Kuo didn’t let Zhao Haoran down and had brought the Black Dragon Spike with him ever since Hao 

Ren handed it to him. 

Zhao Kuo’s greatest regret was that he hadn’t been with his father when the latter passed away, but he 

was determined to let his father’s dragon soul sense his ascendence to the Heavenly Dragon Realm! 

Hao Ren looked up and was a bit touched when he saw Zhao Haoran’s vague dragon soul in the Black 

Dragon Spike. Zhao Haoran was supposed to vanish in the world, but he had sealed his dragon soul into 

a weapon to encourage Zhao Kuo to work hard and ascend to the Heavenly Dragon Realm. 

The deep love between the father and the son was beyond the understanding of others! 

“Dad! Don’t go!” 

Seeing that the black dragon soul was about to scatter, Zhao Kuo suddenly turned back to his human 

form while his hard five-colored dragon scales turned to a five-colored armor. 



Zhao Kuo had promised to bury Zhao Haoran in the Dragon Tome on the Heavenly Realm! 

He injected his Five-Petal Realm energy into the Black Dragon Spike and withdrew Zhao Haoran’s dragon 

soul! 

Zhao Haoran’s dragon soul showed that he had realized his dream and would vanish soon. This meant 

that Zhao Kuo only had half an hour to keep Zhao Haoran’s dragon soul with him! 

Zhao Kuo suddenly dashed toward the Heavenly Palace! 

Clutching the green staff, Sun Wukong suddenly flew up and blocked Zhao Kuo when he heard the 

words ‘Dragon Tomb’. 

The Dragon Tomb was the resting place for the Heaven Dragons who had died in the ancient war 

between the immortals and the devils. Since Sun Wukong’s duty was to guard the heavenly gate, he had 

to stop Zhao Kuo from breaking into that forbidden place! 

Many sword energies exploded around Zhao Kuo’s body. With the Black Dragon Spike in his hand, Zhao 

Kuo looked like an enraged god while his black face emitted red light. He was about to unleash his full 

strength! 

He was going to bring Zhao Haoran’s dragon soul into the Dragon Tomb on the Heavenly Realm since it 

was the promise that he made to his father! 

Seeing that Zhao Kuo was about to battle with Sun Wukong, Hao Ren broke free from the grips of Lu 

Linlin and Lu Lili and swung the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar toward Sun Wukong! 

He and Zhao Kuo both cultivated the Light Splitting Sword Shadow Scroll, had Seven-Core Five-Color 

Lotuses, and were at the Five-Petal Realm! 

They were battling shoulder to shoulder again! 

Glorious Tiangang Killing Array Formation! 

Zhao Kuo learned Hao Ren’s sword array the moment that he saw it! 

Now, there were two Glorious Tiangang Killing Array Formations! 

Hao Ren could kill Five-Petal Realm cultivators with this sword array when he was at the Four-Petal 

Realm. Now with two Five-Petal Realm five-elemental cultivators using this sword array together, they 

could kill Seven-Petal Realm cultivators! 

The immortals deeper in turned ashen-faced when they saw the humming sword array formations and 

quickly stepped back! 

If they were swept into the killing array formations, they would be turned into ashes! 

Without the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar, Sun Wukong couldn’t shatter the sword energies, and he 

would get severely injured if he tried to block the two sword array formations! 

However, he was the Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal; he would never back off! 

Instantly, tens of thousands of Sun Wukong appeared and rushed into the sword array formations. 



The immortals were shocked, not expecting that Sun Wukong could split himself into many like a 

Supreme Spiritual Treasure! 

“Attack!” Without hesitation, Zhao Kuo activated the sword array formation at the same time as Hao 

Ren. 

Many phantoms shattered in the sword array formation while many sword energies vanished at the 

same time. 

This battle shook the sky and the earth! 

Two Five-Petal Realm cultivators were fighting one Eight-Petal Realm cultivator. It seemed like a losing 

battle, but they broke even! Wherever the sword energies swept, they shattered space and forced the 

immortals to stand further back. 

Anxious, Zhen Yuan Zi watched the battle and stomped his feet impatiently, wondering why the Queen 

Mother of the West still hadn’t shown up at this moment! 

Suddenly, something dawned on him, and he lowered his head to calculate again with his fingers. 

“Ah…” Astonished, he looked toward Zhao Kuo and realized that this dragon cultivator was the real 

chosen one of the Heavenly Dao! 

As the daughter of two Heaven Dragons, Su Han could be counted as half a Heaven Dragon, and her 

cultivation talent was unrivaled. 

Comparatively, Zhao Kuo had an ordinary cultivation talent, but he was the dragon cultivator with the 

greatest diligence and fastest progress in the past thousands of years! 

He had reached peak Qian-level in only 200 years! 

The Heavenly Dao rewarded diligent people! 

The Heavenly Dao’s chosen one was not Hao Ren but Zhao Kuo! 

Zhao Kuo had cultivated with diligently, restrained himself from killing innocent people when he led the 

troops of East Ocean, and had been determined to reach the Heavenly Dragon Realm! 

The truth was that his failure in the first Heaven Tribulation wasn’t a punishment from the Heavenly Dao 

but a test for him! 

The fact that he started cultivating Light Splitting Shadow scroll and obtaining the five-elemental mystic 

crystal were all a part of the Heavenly Dao’s plan. 

Zhen Yuan Zi suddenly realized that if he hadn’t become brothers with Hao Ren, Zhao Kuo would have 

taken the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar! 

“Stupid! Stupid!” 

Zhen Yuan Zi almost slapped himself. 



He finally realized that the Queen Mother of the West at the leader of Heavenly Immortal due to her 

steadiness and composure. He himself could only be the leader of the Earthly Immortals since he was 

more emotional. 

That four entity in his calculation was probably Zhao Haoran, Zhao Kuo’s father and the Old Dragon King 

of East Ocean! 

Even Zhen Yuan Zi didn’t expect that Zhao Haoran’s dragon soul hadn’t dissipated and still inside the 

Black Dragon Spike! 

It seemed that only three cultivators rushed onto the Heavenly Realm, but there were four of them! 

“Second Brother! Back off!” Hao Ren suddenly cried out. 

Hearing Hao Ren’s shout, Sun Wukong froze and then felt the pressure of the sword array! 

However, Hao Ren left a way out in his sword array. 

Sun Wukong turned into a dash of golden light while Hao Ren and Zhao Kuo flew toward the place with 

flashing five-colored lights. 

Chapter 787: Chenxin! Chenyi! (1.6 for 1 Chapter) 

 

“Gongzi!” 

When Lu Linlin and Lu Lili saw Hao Ren flying towards the Heavenly Palace, they followed right behind 

him. 

Those Heavenly Immortals who were shocked and were standing near the heavenly gate quickly came 

back to their senses and rushed to stop them. 

Hua! Hua! 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili used their Yin-Yang Bracelets to attack those who tried to stop them. 

Most of them were Four-Petal Realm and Five-Petal Realm cultivators; there were a few amongst them 

who were Six-Petal Realm cultivators. They were no match for Chenxin and Chenyi, the Heavenly Heart 

Palace Masters and Seven-Petal Realm cultivators. 

They were all blasted away! 

“No, no, they’re really going against …” Zhen Yuan Zi murmured to himself. 

Sun Wukong had temporarily stayed in the Heavenly Realm, but he was not a cultivator here. Since no 

one could defeat him, they could only let him stay in the Heavenly Realm to cultivate. 

However, these Heavenly Immortals all had proper backgrounds. When Chenxin and Chenyi fought 

against them, they were rebelling against the Heavenly Realm and the Heavenly Dao! 

Zhen Yuan Zi felt his head buzzing since he had miscalculated. He hurried into a blue light in a hurry and 

chased after them. 



The Heavenly Heart Palace was still in the distance, and it was still very calm and quiet. This calm 

atmosphere made Zhen Yuan Zi anxious, and he thought, “Why in the world hasn’t the Queen Mother of 

the West appeared yet?” 

Zhen Yuan Zi watched as Hao Ren and the others flew toward the Dragon Tomb where lights formed the 

image of a dragon. A thought suddenly popped into Zhen Yuan Zi’s head, “Unless this is all a part of the 

Queen Mother of the West’s master plan!’ 

Tink! Tink! 

Two green light beams suddenly dashed out from the white Heavenly Heart Palace and directly hit Lu 

Linlin and Lu Lili. 

The Lu sisters knew that these lights were shot out by the Queen Mother of the West, so they didn’t 

dare to fight back. Instead, they just tried to dodge it. However, the agile green lights still hit them. 

They got hit in the chests and shouted in pain. Then, they started to fall. 

Chenxin and Chenyi were taught personally by the Queen Mother of the West. They had talents and 

were capable of cultivating to the Seven-Petal Realm, and both were well-liked by the Queen Mother of 

the West. 

However, as the Saint Mother of the cultivation world, the Queen Mother of the West had thousands of 

treasures and techniques. 

Although Chenxin and Chenyi were Seven-Petal Realm cultivators, they were still incapable of defeating 

the Queen Mother of the West! 

Those two green light beams immediately knocked their realms from Seven-Petal to Five-Petal. 

When Hao Ren saw that Lu Linlin and Lu Lili were hit, he immediately turned back and held both of 

them. Then, he flew toward the Heavenly Heart Palace. 

Last time when he came and begged for the elixir, the Queen Mother of the West rejected his request. 

Now, she had injured Lu Linlin and Lu Lili. Hao Ren was very upset with her. 

“Gongzi, don’t!” Lu Linlin and Lu Lili’s chests were burning with agony, and their realms had decreased. 

However, they still didn’t want Hao Ren to go against the Queen Mother of the West. 

Not only were they afraid that Hao Ren wasn’t strong enough to defeat the Queen Mother of the West, 

but it was also because that the Queen Mother of the West was like a mother to them. She was kind to 

them, but they had broken her heart when they left the Heavenly Heart Palace. 

What they had now including their realms and their techniques… everything was all thanks to the Queen 

Mother of the West. Even now, the Queen Mother of the West didn’t take everything back from them 

and only decreased their realms by two petals. She was already showing mercy! 

Zhao Kuo flew rapidly toward the Heavenly Realm Dragon Tomb. Lu Linlin and Lu Lili held onto Hao Ren 

and looked at him with watery eyes, and Hao Ren hesitated but still hurried to catch up with Zhao Kuo. 



When Zhen Yuan Zi saw how the Queen Mother of the West didn’t attack Hao Ren or Zhao Kuo, he was 

a bit shocked. However, when he saw that there was extravagant light in the Dragon Tomb, he knew 

something was off. 

The Heavenly Realm Dragon Tomb was a forbidden area in the Heavenly Realm, and it should be 

tranquil and calm. Now that it was all lit up, it was as if this light was trying to catch Hao Ren and Zhao 

Kuo’s attention! 

Zhen Yuan Zi usually didn’t live in the Heavenly Realm, so this abnormal scene didn’t seem that strange 

to him at first sight. However, after some thoughts, he understood everything! 

When Hao Ren and Zhao Kuo rush into the Heavenly Realm Dragon Tomb, Zhao Kuo took out the Black 

Dragon Spike. 

Zhao Haoran’s complete dragon soul was within the Black Dragon Spike, and it suddenly came out. 

Golden light covered the whole Dragon Tomb, and the light fragments started to gather. 

Godly Dragon! 

Zhen Yuan Zi hadn’t charged into the Dragon Tomb, and he watched in shock. 

The will of the Godly Dragon should have disappeared from this world, but it had merged with Zhao 

Haoran’s dragon soul! 

Zhao Kuo didn’t expect that this would pull over the will of the Godly Dragon. Initially, he just wanted to 

bury the Black Dragon Spike in the Dragon Tomb so that he can let his father’s dragon soul rest in peace 

in the most prestigious place – the Heavenly Realm Dragon Tomb. 

Hao Ren looked up, and he could feel that this was the Nine-Petal Realm God Dragon! 

The Heavenly Immortals nearby couldn’t help but kneel and pray. They might not want to kneel, but 

they were overwhelmed by the majestic presence. 

Love, kill, bravery, forgiveness, grace, power, logic, tradition, and justice… All nine characteristics were 

perfectly assembled! 

Different cultivators could feel different characteristics. 

“Roar…” Eight roars came from eight directions, and the Heavenly Realm was deeply shaken. 

The eight Ancestral Dragons could feel the re-emergence of the Godly Dragon! 

The Godly Dragon represented the real Heavenly Dao, and Zhen Yuan Zi and the Queen Mother of the 

West were only messengers! 

The Godly Dragon’s ideas could lead to birth and destruction! 

The nine Ancestral Dragons were the sons of the Godly Dragon. They were created by the nature 

essence and had the bloodline of the Godly Dragon. They each had their own forms but were still just 

clones of the Godly Dragon! 

“Father! Father!” 



Zhao Kuo looked up with excitement and shouted with thrill. He didn’t expect that Zhao Haoran’s 

dragon soul could attract the will of the Godly Dragon. However, when Zhao Kuo thought more about it, 

he realized that the Godly Dragon had protected him from the World-Ending Lightning Tribulation. 

If Zhao Haoran’s dragon soul had merged with the Godly Dragon’s will, then Zhao Haoran could be 

reborn through the Godly Dragon’s power! 

“Grandpa…” Hao Ren was a bit nervous and didn’t know how to address him. He seemed to have seen 

Zhao Haoran, so he just called him ‘Grandpa’. 

A thin lightning bolt was shot out from the will of the Godly Dragon, and it was shot into Hao Ren’s 

head. 

This counted as going through the Heavenly Tribulation! 

Hao Ren could feel that his Five-Petal Realm became more stable. 

When Lu Linlin and Lu Lili saw Hao Ren being hit by a bolt of lightning, they wanted to rush over to shield 

it for him, but an invisible energy barrier blocked them. 

The will of the Godly Dragon shined, and light fragments started to gather. Then, Zhao Haoran 

appeared! Zhao Haoran had inherited the Godly Dragon’s will with his 1,000-year-old dragon soul! 

He lifted his hand lightly, which sent Hao Ren flying toward Lu Linlin and Lu Lili and away from the 

Dragon Tomb. 

Zhao Haoran was once the strongest in the Dragon Tribe. However, since his murderous spirit was too 

strong, he couldn’t get his Heavenly Tribulation. No one would have expected him to be able to merge 

with the will of the Godly Dragon after he died! 

It was impossible to predict fate! 

Everything seemed like they were based on luck, but people must work hard for it! Hao Ren had great 

luck, but he had worked very hard in cultivation as well. 

Loyalty, trustworthiness, righteousness, benevolence, bravery… not many people could have all these 

virtues! Hao Ren wasn’t the chosen one, but he was blessed by the Heavenly Dao! 

Zhao Haoran had these virtues and passed them onto his three sons as part of his legacy! 

“Father! I will guard your tomb for three years!” Zhao Kuo saw the lights fragments forming the image of 

Zhao Haoran, but he wasn’t sure whether Zhao Haoran was dead or back live. One thing was for sure: 

Zhao Kuo had decided that he would bury Zhao Haoran in the Heavenly Realm Dragon Tomb and guard 

his tomb for three years! 

Bam! A white light appeared on top of the Heavenly Realm Dragon Tomb, and Zhao Haoran’s image 

disappeared. 

Zhao Kuo watched as the white light faded, and he sat down cross-legged. Regardless of whether Zhao 

Haoran could reborn or not, he would sit here and guard his father’s tomb for three years! 

The world seemed to quiet down suddenly. 



Lu Linlin and Lu Lili grabbed onto Hao Ren’s arms. They stood close to Hao Ren and did not know what 

to do next. 

The Heavenly Heart Palace that was far away was quiet. 

Zhen Yuan Zi looked at Hao Ren, then at Sun Wukong, and lastly at the Heavenly Heart Palace. 

“Chenxin, Chenyi, you both now understand love. I will not keep you,” a voice sounded from the 

Heavenly Heart Palace. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili opened their eyes wide and stared at the Heavenly Heart Palace. 

“Hao Ren, I’ll let Chenxin and Chenyi marry you. You must treat them well. Chenxin, Chenyi, you both 

cannot be spoiled.” 

“Thank you, Saint Mother!” Lu Linlin and Lu Lili heard the Queen Mother of the West’s words, and they 

were so happy that tears rolled down their faces. 

They wanted to just stay by Hao Ren’s side, and now they felt they would miss the Queen Mother of the 

West. 

The Queen Mother of the West simply let them marry, and they did not get lavish gifts. The Queen 

Mother of the West followed the Heavenly Dao when dealing with Chenxin and Chenyi. 

Those Heavenly Immortals looked at each other in shock since they didn’t believe that the Queen 

Mother of the West just let Chenxin and Chenyi marry someone who was only at the Five-Petal Realm. 

Only a few Six-Petal Realm cultivators understood the Queen Mother of the West’s intention. She 

wanted to complete the love between the three, just like how Empire Yao let his daughters marry 

Empire Shun to make everything smooth and perfect. 

“You can only get three drops of water from the Ageless Godly Spring of Kunlun Mountain. Then, it will 

be locked forever,” the Queen Mother of the West said. 

“Thank you, Saint Mother!” Lu Linlin and Lu Lili said happily when they heard the words. 

Hao Ren’s grandma and Su Han both had devil essence inside them. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili were the Heavenly Heart Palace Masters, and they begged the Queen Mother of the 

West for help when they found out. However, the Queen Mother of the West didn’t agree. 

Now that the Queen Mother of the West had agreed to give them three drops from the Ageless Godly 

Spring, it was like a special gift to them. 

“You are Qiu Niu’s grandson and the Kirin and Phoenix’s son. I will crown you as the Heavenly Beast, and 

you will be able to come and go from the Heavenly Realm freely as you wish.” A beam of white light 

suddenly shot out of the Heavenly Heart Palace. 

Zhen Congming, the black Kirin, wanted to dodge but couldn’t avoid that high-speed white light. On his 

black forehead, a white spot appeared and turned into a white three-leaf clover symbol. 

Only those godly beasts could enter the Heavenly Realm. 



The only exception was Sun Wukong. He had defeated all the cultivators of the Heavenly Realm fair and 

square; even the World-Ending Lightning Tribulation didn’t harm him. That was why Sun Wukong was 

allowed in the Heavenly Realm. 

The Queen Mother of the West gave Zhen Congming the pass to the Heavenly Realm, and that was 

equivalent to giving him the status of Godly Beast. This was also returning a favor to Qiu Niu. 

“Zhen Yuan Immortal, your third brother probably needs you to teach him more rules,” the Queen 

Mother of the West said. 

“Of course,” Zhen Yuan Zi said while wiping off some cold sweat from his forehead. 

He had miscalculated, and this mistake almost created a great disaster. However, the Queen Mother of 

the West had been a great leader all these years, and she was well-prepared for the situation. 

The Queen Mother of the West was still of a lower status than Zhen Yuan Zi, and she also knew that he 

was the big brother of Sun Wukong. Since only Zhen Yuan Zi could talk sense into Sun Wukong, so she 

didn’t want to embarrass him too much. 

Zhen Yuan Zi thought carefully and realized that the Queen Mother of the West had let her two 

‘daughters’ to marry Hao Ren, and he was Hao Ren’s big brother, then… he was now one generation 

lower than the Queen Mother of the West. 

He was only troubled for a second since he realized that he was only in charge of Sun Wukong and Hao 

Ren, and this was much easier than the Queen Mother of the West since she had to manage many 

Heavenly Immortals. 

“Saint Mother, we will come back and visit you!” Lu Linlin and Lu Lili shouted as they saw the lights 

around the Heavenly Heart Palace dim down. 

They were really going to leave with Hao Ren, and they felt like they owed the Queen Mother of the 

West so much. 

“No need to talk more!” 

Two green light beams shot from the Heavenly Heart Palace and pushed Lu Linlin and Lu Lili outside of 

the heavenly gate. 

Hao Ren was also blown away by the strong wind, and Lu Linlin and Lu Lili instantly grabbed his left and 

right hands so that they would fall together. 

A white light sparkled on the black Kirin’s forehead, and Zhen Congming suddenly found himself 

transforming back to his human form. He was naked, so he immediately grabbed a robe from a Heavenly 

Immortal and chased after Hao Ren. 

Zhen Yuan Zi stood in the same spot for a while to think. Then, he flew over to chat with Sun Wukong 

before flying toward the Demon Sea so that he could comfort Ya Zi. 

He knew Sun Wukong well, so he was sure that Sun Wukong was staring at this third brother and would 

go find Hao Ren in the future. 



Hao Ren had cultivated for a bit over a year, and he had reached this level; it was similar to the 

cultivation speed of Sun Wukong when he just started out. Su Wukong thought that if he wanted to get 

to the Nine-Petal Realm, the key was Hao Ren! 

Hao Ren had pursued righteous while Su Wukong pursued dominance. Which path was better? It was a 

mystery! However, it seemed like both paths led to the Nine-Petal Realm. 

Hao Ren held onto Lu Linlin and Lu Lili; they were all at the Five-Petal Realm now. They crossed Ninth 

Heaven and entered Eighth Heaven with no hesitation at all. They immediately passed Seventh Heaven, 

Sixth Heaven, and Fifth Heaven before heading to Kunlun Mountain. 

Grandma was a mortal, and she was in great danger. A minute wasted was a minute of lost hope. Hao 

Ren wanted to go to Kunlun Mountain as soon as possible to get the water from the Ageless Godly 

Spring to save Grandma and Su Han! 

There were still a few Soul Formation Realm cultivators on guard in Kunlun Mountain. They knew that Ya 

Zi had appeared in East Ocean City, but it didn’t matter to them; their job was to protect Kunlun 

Mountain. 

When Hao Ren and the Lu Sisters appeared, they were immediately alarmed. 

“We have the order from the Saint Mother. Open the spring!” Lu Linlin and Lu Lili said together. 

They let out their pure Five-Petal Realm powers, and it was so bright that the Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators couldn’t even open their eyes. 

The female disciples nearby were shocked to see Hao Ren and the Lu sisters; they could tell that the Lu 

sisters were cultivators of the Heavenly Realm from the essence that they emitted. 

Sensing the auras of cultivators of the Heavenly Realm who cultivated techniques taught by the Queen 

Mother of the West, the lotus flowers in the pond in front of Kunlun Palace bloomed. 

Whoosh! All the flowers in Kunlun Mountain bloomed! It was winter in Kunlun Mountain, but it became 

so warm that it felt like spring! 

Kunlun Mountain was locked up for more than 10,000 years, and it opened up to meet its master! 

The palace made from gold and jade sensed the Lu sisters, and it let out a mysterious light that shone 

even brighter. At the same time, all the palaces around them shone. 

The bridge between the palaces let out sparkling glitters, and all the birds and creatures in the forests 

sang. 

When the Lu sisters entered Kunlun Mountain, they had awakened the slumbering Kunlun Mountain. 

Now, Kunlun Mountain was back to its prime! 

This was a paradise! 

Those Soul Formation Realm cultivators who were guarding Kunlun Mountain were at a loss for words. 

Although they were allowed to enter Kunlun Mountain, they had never seen it like this! This was how 

Kunlun Mountain truly looked! 



If fairies were flying around and Godly Beasts appeared, then it would truly become the Kunlun 

Mountain when the Queen Mother of the West like here. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili landed before the pond, and they lifted their Yin-Yang Bracelets softly. 

Five-petaled lotuses appeared in their bracelets and let out soft and holy lights. The Queen Mother of 

the West created the method of cultivating vital soul lotus, and that was why Kunlun Mountain was a 

saint land. 

Many ancient cultivators started their journey from Kunlun Mountain, and they had become Soul 

Formation Realm cultivators, heavenly dragons, and demon kings. When their levels became high 

enough, it would come back to the method of growing vital soul lotus which was started by Queen 

Mother of the West! 

Even those ancient cultivators who didn’t use this method, their strengths were converted to this scale 

when referring to them. 

The nine Ancestral Dragons were in the Eight-Petal Realm, and the Godly Dragon was in the Nine-Petal 

Realm. Just when everyone thought that the highest realm reachable by cultivators was the Seven-Petal 

Realm, Sun Wukong appeared and surpassed everyone’s expectations! 

Su Wukong was a demon king, but he was able to cultivate to the same Eight-Petal Realm as the 

Ancestral Dragons! 

When Lu Linlin and Lu Lili were letting out powers of the real vital soul lotus, the Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators who were Four-Petal Realm cultivators felt like they saw the Queen Mother of the West 

herself and were all in awe. 

Kunlun Mountain that had been sealed for more than 10,000 years was reopened! 

The key to unlocking Kunlun Mountain was Lu Linlin and Lu Lili and their Yin-Yang Bracelets! 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili turned into two light beams and went flying into the Kunlun Palace. 

They used their Yin-Yang Bracelets and their own bodies to unlock the Kunlun Palace. This was because 

they were able to maintain their pure Immortal Physique. 

In the future, they wouldn’t be able to open Kunlun Palace again. 

This was another test that the Queen Mother of the West had for Hao Ren! If Hao Ren was lustful, then 

he could never get his hands on the water from the Ageless Godly Spring. 

“Gongzi…” 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili flew out of the Kunlun Palace with three jade bottles, and they looked ecstatic. 

Chapter 788: Coming Back to Life (3.1 for 1 Chapter) 

 

Each of the three jade bottles had a drop of water from the Ageless Godly Spring. Lu Linlin and Lu Lili 

had followed the Queen Mother of the West strictly by not taking even a drop more. 



Kunlun Mountain was suddenly sealed off again, and the Soul Formation Realm cultivators and the 

hundreds of female disciples in white watched as Hao Ren and the two beautiful girls left Kunlun 

Mountain. 

When Kunlun Mountain could no longer feel sense Linlin and Lu Lili’s presence, it started to decrease its 

glamour. Although it still looked like spring with birds chirping and flowers blooming, the mountain was 

not at its peak anymore. Those cultivators who had witnessed what happened could feel that the 

mountain was less lively. 

They looked up and wondered when Kunlun Mountain would see its masters again. 

Hao Ren was so worried about his Grandma that he held onto the Lu sisters’ hands and flew rapidly 

toward East Ocean City. 

A day spent on the Heavenly Realm was equivalent to a year on land. They had been on the Heavenly 

Realm for a bit and did not know how many days had passed on land. If Grandma had passed away, then 

Hao Ren would regret it for the rest of his life! 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili could tell that Hao Ren was anxious, so they also flew at their fastest speed. The 

three flew so fast that they looked like three shooting stars to the people on the ground. 

It was raining in East Ocean City, and the rain slowly washed away the traces of the battle between Ya Zi 

and all those cultivators. However, workers were working diligently and rebuilding the collapsed 

buildings by the sea. Such a collapse could only be blamed on the natural disaster. 

All the news on the television reported on the rebuilding of East Ocean City, and some people claimed 

that they saw Phoenix Kirin in the sky. Even those who tried to use a camera to film had nothing on the 

recordings. What they saw could only become an urban legend but not fact. 

People’s lives started to become more stable, but Hao Ren knew that Killing God Ya Zi had appeared in 

the world. If this were all the destruction that he would cause, then no one would fear him this much. 

Hao Ren created an energy sphere and pulled Lu Linlin and Lu Lili toward the Eastern Hospital. 

Hao Ren didn’t know how many days had passed, but the hospital had been renovated. There were also 

quite a few police officers patrolling the hallways of the hospital. 

They seemed to be still investigating the hospital’s explosion case. However, they were unable to find 

traces of explosives anywhere and reached a deadlock in their case. 

Hao Ren suddenly thought about how much trouble those bad cultivators would cause. 

Now that the Dragon God Shrine had collapsed, there was no organization to monitor the Dragon Tribe 

anymore. Those cultivators who weren’t in the territories of the dragon clans would be free to do 

whatever they wanted. 

Hao Ren suddenly had a thought; he wondered if the young cultivators of his Calligraphy Club back in 

East Ocean University could handle such a responsibility. Ethereal Summit could become the Dragon 

God Shrine for human cultivators on and above Fifth Heaven, and Seven Star Sect, Qiong Hua Sect, and 

Qin Yin Sect could be in charge of dealing with the disputes between cultivators and prevent chaos. 



These thoughts did come up, but they weren’t the top priority for Hao Ren since his Grandma was still in 

danger. 

“Grandma!” Hao Ren pushed open the ward door and rushed in. 

People were standing around the bed, and Zhao Yanzi and Xie Yujia were also there with tears on their 

faces. 

Grandma’s face was already looking black, and the doctors in the ward could do nothing to help. 

When they saw Hao Ren and the Lu sisters barging in, they were all shocked. 

“Hao Ren! Where in the world have you been this week!” 

When Hao Zhonghua saw Hao Ren, he could care less about being quiet in the hospital, and he was so 

mad that he just shouted at Hao Ren. 

Grandma’s situation had worsened during the week. More specialists from Beijing came to help 

Grandma, but none of them could do anything. 

Even Bai Ze who was known to be the best in the industry could do nothing. She only said that there was 

still a small chance, but she couldn’t really do much other than that. 

Hao Zhonghua wanted Grandma to see Hao Ren for the last time. However, Hao Ren had left the room 

on the day of the explosion and hadn’t come back until now. They couldn’t even reach him when he was 

missing. 

Hao Zhonghua couldn’t be blamed for being this mad since he didn’t want Grandma to pass away with 

regret of not being able to see her grandson for one last time. 

“Grandma!” Hao Ren ignored Hao Zhonghua as he hurried to grab onto Grandma’s hand. 

Grandma’s hand was warm before, but now it was ice-cold. Hao Ren could feel her pulse, but it was very 

chaotic. Grandma’s chance of surviving was small as the devil essence had spread throughout her body. 

Hao Ren suddenly stood up and grabbed onto Xie Yujia’s arm. He led her to a corner and asked her, 

“Where’s the celestial liquid that we collected from Kunlun Mountain?” 

“It’s still here.” Xie Yujia took out a jade bottle from her bracelet as the sad expression stayed on her 

face. 

Hao Ren took out one of the jade bottles and dripped that one drop of water from the Ageless Godly 

Spring into the celestial liquid that they got last time. 

The pure celestial water suddenly turned into a golden color. 

“Is this…” Xie Yujia looked at Hao Ren in shock, and her eyes lit up with hope. “Is this water from the 

Ageless Godly Spring?” 

“Yeah!” Hao Ren clenched his teeth and nodded. Then, he returned to Grandma’s side. 

“Ren, Ren… is this Ren…” 



Grandma lied helplessly on the bed as she tried to shout out in a weak voice. She did not have the 

energy to open her eyes anymore, but she could feel that Hao Ren had returned. 

“Grandma, it’s me!” Hao Ren held onto Grandma’s wrist, and tears just started to pour down. 

Grandma had still been thinking about Hao Ren even when she was close to the state of coma. 

If Hao Ren couldn’t save her, he would never forgive himself! 

Hao Zhonghua saw Hao Ren’s tears and knew that he cared about Grandma, so he was less angry. Then, 

he saw Lu Linlin and Lu Lili and realized that Hao Ren probably had gone to look for them. 

“Mom has treated the Lu sisters like her own granddaughters, and she loves them dearly,” Hao 

Zhonghua thought to himself. He believed that Hao Ren had gone to a southern city to get them so that 

Grandma could see them one last time. 

Although Hao Zhonghua thought that Hao Ren got the priorities wrong, the latter’s love toward 

Grandma was undeniable. 

“Ren. You have to take good care of Yujia and Zi…” Grandma was able to finally say what she kept in her 

heart for so long. 

“Also, also… the Lu sisters… you don’t have to worry about me…” Grandma’s breaths started to fasten. 

She hadn’t spoken in a few days, but she suddenly had a lot to say when she saw Hao Ren. 

“Grandma!” 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili could no longer hold back their emotions, and they ran to Grandma’s side and 

started crying; they were so touched that Grandma still thought about them when she was in such a 

condition. 

“Linlin, Lili…” Grandma was pleasantly surprised, and she smiled, “Grandma has no regrets.” 

“Grandma! Drink some water!” Hao Ren quickly put the jade bottle by Grandma’s dry lips. 

Hao Zhonghua wanted to stop Hao Ren from moving Grandma, but Bai Ze who was standing by his side 

stopped him. Hao Zhonghua thought that they did all they could for Grandma, it was only right for Hao 

Ren to show his love. 

The mystical golden water touched Grandma’s lips and went into her throat. It was only a little bit of 

water, but it still made Grandma cough a bit. 

Grandma had been living on machines these few days. All she wanted was to see Hao Ren for the last 

time. 

When Yue Yang saw her coughing, she hurried to help Grandma sit up so that she could breathe. 

Although she and Grandma had a lot of disputes, especially when Grandma reprimanded her for not 

taking care of the family, she still showed that she was a good wife. 

Three drops of the diluted water from the Ageless Godly Spring flowed in Grandma’s body, and the devil 

essence inside her was pushed out. 



“Ren, what is this water? It tastes so good.” Grandma took a deep breath and asked. 

Hao Zhonghua had been by Grandma’s side in the last while, and he was shocked at how she was able to 

say so much and say it so clearly. 

However, he thought that this was due to the terminal lucidity since Grandma was excited to see her 

grandson. 

“Grandma, if you want to drink more, then drink more.” Hao Ren helped Grandma to get up and poured 

more water into her mouth slowly and carefully. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili helped support Grandma’s back. They looked as if they were softly holding Grandma, 

but they were healing Grandma’s meridians so that the spring water could go through her whole body. 

This one drop of water from the Ageless Godly Spring was not only able to get rid of devil essence but 

also revitalize Grandma. This whole situation was a blessing in disguise! 

“Ren, Grandma is pleased that you are so caring.” Grandma touched her moisturized lips and said. 

Even though her words sounded like her last words, her voice was brighter and louder; she no longer 

seemed like a person in the critical condition. 

“Grandma, if you can drink more, please drink more,” Hao Ren said. 

“I will drink!” Grandma said decisively. 

She felt like today was her last day on Earth. Since her grandson wanted to show his care, she wanted to 

enjoy her final moments! 

That was why she was trying so hard to finish the water so that Hao Ren could feel happy! 

Although Hao Zhonghua was worried about Grandma, he didn’t do anything to stop Hao Ren when he 

saw how determined Grandma was. He just stood there, biting his lips in pain. 

He spent too little time with Grandma these years, and Hao Ren was by Grandma’s side while he had his 

wife were away. Grandma and Hao Ren took care of each other. 

Now that Hao Zhonghua saw how determined Grandma was in finishing the drink that Hao Ren 

provided, he felt ashamed and was full of regret. 

“Gulp, gulp, gulp…” Grandma had finished the small bottle of water. 

Suddenly, she felt very energetic and not sick at all. 

Her body still felt soft, but she felt refreshed and energetic. 

“This is probably the last moment for me…” Grandma still thought that she couldn’t make it. 

“Ah!” 

Suddenly, a doctor in the room shouted out. 

The monitoring device showed that Grandma’s heartbeat was no longer weak and chaotic. Instead, it 

was full of energy! 



Although Hao Zhonghua wasn’t a doctor, he was still familiar with these devices. When he saw 

Grandma’s pulse changing on the display, he was pleasantly surprised. 

“Grandma, you’ll be well very soon!” Hao Ren whispered by Grandma’s ears. 

Grandma didn’t know why she got the confidence, but she nodded and replied, “Ren! Grandma will 

definitely get well!” 

She smiled and continued, “Grandma always said that the East Ocean Dragon King is the protector of 

East Ocean City. Good people will have good blessings. Good people will live in longevity!” 

Zhao Hongyu was standing by the wall, and she turned to Zhao Guang and smiled when she heard that. 

Grandma would never know that the East Ocean Dragon King was right in the room! 

The few doctors in the room noticed Grandma’s change in health, so they asked Bai Ze about what to 

do. Then, they hurried to get a few specialists here to look at Grandma. 

Since the doctors had to examine Grandma’s condition, they needed to clear everyone out except Hao 

Zhonghua and Yue Yang since the room was too packed. 

Hao Ren knew that Grandma would be fine, and Bai Ze was also there. Therefore, he hurried to Su Han’s 

room which was next door. 

He pushed the door open and saw only Kui and Su Rui in there. 

Hao Ren didn’t mind the stares from them and walked directly toward Su Han’s bedside. 

Kui stood on one side of the bed while Su Rui stood on the other side. They each held onto one of Su 

Han’s hands, but one black vine could be seen in each of Su Han’s arms. 

Kui and Su Rui didn’t eat or drink in the last few days, and they had taken turns giving Su Han their 

connate vital essence to keep Su Han alive. 

However, that was all that they could do since they couldn’t get the Immortal Elixir from the Queen 

Mother of the West. Regardless of their realms, they still were unable to save their daughter who was in 

the Three-Petal Realm. 

Hao Ren walked toward Su Han and looked down at her as if she were the Sleeping Beauty. Su Han had 

been diligent in cultivation, and it would be a pity if Hao Ren didn’t obtain the three drops of water from 

the Ageless Godly Spring. 

If that was her fate, then it was too cruel! 

He knew how hard Su Han had worked to try to reach the Heavenly Dragon Realm; she didn’t even have 

friends because she dedicated her life to cultivation! 

Even though she acted cold, there was a warm and soft spot in her heart that not many people knew. 

Right now, she didn’t even know that her own parents were by her side because she was in a coma. 

If she couldn’t regain her consciousness, she would never get to see her parents. She would die in grief 

and disappear from this world forever. 



Su Han was the most pitiful person! 

Hao Ren took out a small jade bottle from his necklace which Su Han gave him when he just started 

cultivating. Then, he opened the bottle and put it by Su Han’s lips. 

Kui and Su Rui stared at him in surprise. 

As a Five-Petal Realm cultivator and a Four-Petal Realm cultivator, they could tell that the jade bottle 

held a liquid which was full of nature essence. 

The golden water droplet from the Ageless Godly Spring touched Su Han’s cherry-colored lips and went 

through her mouth. 

Although the devil essence entered her body, and she was at the brink of death, she was still beautiful. 

Su Rui and Kui looked at each other and immediately started to inject more energy into Su Han’s body. 

Su Han’s meridians were all destroyed, and her dragon core’s reaction was getting weaker by the 

moment. With just Su Han’s nature essence, she would not be able to utilize the nature essence inside 

the celestial water. If Kui and Su Rui didn’t take turns giving Su Han their nature essence, Su Han’s six 

senses would all shut down, and she would die! 

The celestial liquid from the Ageless Godly Spring was able to disperse the devil essence inside Su Han’s 

body, and Su Rui and Kui used their nature essence to help the celestial liquid go through the small 

meridians inside Su Han’s body so that her body could be completely purified. 

This celestial liquid from the Ageless Spring Water could dissolve the devil essence but also revitalize her 

meridians. With its help, Su Han would be able to heal completely 

Su Rui and Kui who had almost given up hope were excited. Even though they didn’t talk to each other, 

they continued to give Su Han all their nature essence. They even wanted to push her to the Four-Petal 

Realm! 

Su Han felt like she had been stuck in a dark swamp, and she tried to climb back out. Suddenly, she saw 

a dash of light, and she slowly recovered and could sense her surroundings. 

When she opened her eyes, the first person she saw was Hao Ren. 

Hao Ren was smiling with relief, and he was holding a jade bottle. There was still some celestial liquid 

inside the bottle, so it leaked out an immense amount of nature essence. 

He looked like a god who had descended to the mortal world and saved her from death! 

“Hao… Ren…” she uttered Hao Ren’s name softly with confusion in her eyes. 

When she uttered Hao Ren’s name, she suddenly felt incredibly touched as if all the emotions that she 

had been holding back all her life exploded. 

The things that she couldn’t seem to say were now jumping out from her mind. 

Hao Ren was always there by her side when she needed help. 

“It’s ok.” Hao Ren smiled softly. 



Su Han blinked her eyes as she slowly sat up. Then, she saw Kui and Su Rui by her side and instantly 

understood who they were. 

“Han…” Su Rui and Kui said at the same time with a bit of hesitation in their voices. 

Su Han looked at them coldly and paused for a few seconds before slightly nodding at them. 

Both her mom and dad were Heavenly Dragons! 

She tried so hard to cultivate since she wanted to know who her parents were! 

Now that she saw them, she wasn’t as excited as she had imagined it. It seemed like her relationship 

with Hao Ren was much deeper than that with her parents! 

“When the devil essence was inside you, if it weren’t for your parents who used their connate vital 

essence to prolong your life, you wouldn’t be able to make it,” Hao Ren explained. 

Su Han nodded and looked at Kui and Su Rui with a warmer expression. 

Kui and Su Rui were thankful to Hao Ren. There were things that they couldn’t control, and because of 

that, Su Han had suffered. 

Now that Su Han had recovered to her peak Qian-level strength, she would be able to break through to 

the Heavenly Dragon Realm with their help rather easily. 

The Dragon God Shrine had collapsed, the barrier between Su Rui and Kui had disappeared, and their 

daughter was safe and sound. This was probably the best happy ending for the three. 

“Get some rest; I’m going to go see Grandma,” Hao Ren said as he smiled at Su Han. 

Su Han looked at Hao Ren and thought for a while before suddenly jumping up to follow Hao Ren. 

She realized that Hao Ren was now at Five-Petal Realm, and she now knew what she really wanted! 

“Han…” Kui and Su Rui stayed in the ward, and they could only watch as Su Han chased after Hao Ren. 

They tried but realized their daughter’s feelings toward Hao Ren. 

Su Han’s personality was exactly like her mother’s! Su Han would persevere to the very last moment for 

the things that she wanted! If she couldn’t get the things she wanted, she would rather not speak for a 

few hundred years than to give in! 

“Sister Su Han…” 

When Zhao Yanzi saw Su Han coming out of her ward, she called out in surprise. 

She knew that Su Han was in the room next to Grandma’s and would visit Su Han when she had time. 

However, she knew that Su Han was in a worse condition than Grandma and had never woken up once. 

What she could do for Su Han was visit her for brief moments. 

Now that Su Han drank the celestial liquid from the Ageless Godly Spring, the devil essence in her body 

was gone, and she had recovered her realm! 

“Eh…” Su Han smiled and patted Zhao Yanzi’s head. 



She was in a good mood since the devil essence was gone, and so was her internal struggles; she had 

gotten the answer that she was always seeking. 

The doctors in Grandma’s room were all surprised that Grandma had recovered, and she was getting 

healthier by the moment. The medical experts were unable to explain what had happened to Grandma 

when she was near death. 

Hao Zhonghua thought of something, and he felt like life was more mysterious than people had 

imagined. The hospital had exploded just recently, and he saw strange creatures in the sky. Many people 

of East Ocean City also claimed that they saw Godly Beasts, but there were also many people like Yue 

Yang who didn’t see anything. 

If they were able to unravel these mysteries, then it would be a big leap for humanity! 

Hao Zhonghua didn’t know that if his thoughts became real, then cultivation would be really normal in 

the world! There would be cultivators flying amongst the colorful billboards on the streets! Households 

would be able to use dharma notes to control water and fire! 

“Grandma…” Su Han walked into Grandma’s room in her pretty windbreaker. 

“Little Su!” Grandma turned even more energetic when she saw Su Han. 

“I was sick in the last while and didn’t know that you are also in this hospital. Sorry that I didn’t come 

until now.” Su Han walked over and held onto Grandma’s hand. 

“Don’t be silly. If you’re sick, you should get more rest. You don’t need to come all the way here to visit 

me!” Grandma was delighted to see Su Han. 

Grandma really liked Su Han; it seemed like it was fate. To Grandma, Su Han was the perfect 

granddaughter-in-law since she was kind, understanding, and mature. 

The doctors couldn’t figure out what was going on, so they all left the room. Zhao Hongyu and the 

others were outside, and they came in to see how Grandma was doing when the doctors left. 

Just a few minutes ago, Grandma was in critical condition. Now, she was so energetic that she was 

chatting with Su Han. You couldn’t blame how clueless the doctors were since everything just happened 

so quickly. 

Lady Zhen walked into the ward with Duan Yao. When Zhen Congming came back to land, he changed 

back to his usual outfit and stood by Lady Zhen’s side. 

Qin Lang was very handsome, even more attractive than all the celebrities on TV. He was by Lady Zhen’s 

side, and they looked like a perfect match for each other. 

When Mayor Wu heard that Hao Zhonghua’s mother had recovered, he brought Wu Luoxue along with 

him to visit Grandma immediately. 

Zhen Congming had been on the dangerous journey to the Heavenly Realm, and He was excited to see 

Wu Luoxue. He dashed over and tried to hug her, but she had no idea about Zhen Congming’s journey 

and hid behind her dad in alarm. 



When Xie Yujia’s parents heard that Hao Ren’s Grandma was in the critical condition, they took a break 

from their business in the U.S. and rushed to Grandma’s hospital. When they arrived, Grandma was 

already feeling better. The couple was happy to see Grandma well and lively. 

Zhao Yanzi’s family, Zhen Congming’s family, Wu Luoxue’s family, Xie Yujia’s family, and even Su Han’s 

family were all in the ward, and the atmosphere was very warm. 

Lu Lili and Lu Lili were by Hao Ren’s side, and they stood in front of Hao Zhonghua and Yue Yang, looking 

like a part of Hao Ren’s family. 

The people in the room introduced themselves to each other, and the room was so lively that it felt like 

it was New Year’s Eve. Grandma smiled and laughed and did not seem sick at all anymore. 

However, Duan Yao moved to a corner and didn’t know where she should stand. Even though Lady Zhen 

was her master, the latter was with her family, so Duan Yao felt like it was wrong to stand with her. 

She had no relationships with the other families either. 

When she saw the families all together, she looked sad. She suddenly thought about Sky Mountain Sect 

but quickly shook her head in loneliness. 

Even if she went back to Sky Mountain Sect, she wouldn’t be able to experience such a warm reunion. 

“Yao, didn’t you say that you want to eat spicy chicken wings? Ask your big brother Hao Ren to take you 

and get some,” Lady Zhen realized how lonely Duan Yao was, so she started to talk to her. 

Grandma was still lying in her bed, and she now noticed that Duan Yao was in a corner all alone by 

herself even though everyone else was enjoying themselves with the others’ company. Grandma felt 

bad for Duan Yao, so she said, “Yeah, Yao. It’s too crowded in the room. Go ask your big brother Hao 

Ren to buy you whatever you want to eat.” 

Duan Yao looked up at Hao Ren and shook her head. Then, she looked down again and nodded. 

Zhao Yanzi pouted. Just as she was going to do something, Xie Yujia grabbed her hand to stop her. 

Xie Yujia also realized how lonely Duan Yao was and felt bad for her. However, she knew that Duan Yao 

wouldn’t be able to fit in. 

Even though Xie Yujia couldn’t understand Duan Yao completely, she was able to understand the lonely 

feeling. 

“Let’s go,” Hao Ren said as he looked at Duan Yao who was in a colorful sweater and white jeans. 

Hao Ren knew that Grandma was going to be ok, so it would be fine not to stay in the ward. Duan Yao 

had left Sky Mountain Sect, so she was more pitiful. 

Duan Yao bit her lips and walked out of the ward with Hao Ren. Zhao Baibai was in children’s clothing 

and had a golden hairpin on her hair. She knew that Hao Ren was going to get spicy chicken wings, and 

there was no way that they were going to eat without her, so she followed them out. 

Zhao Yanzi wanted to go along, but she wasn’t as worried when she saw Little White by Hao Ren’s side. 



There was a fast-food chain near the hospital. Hao Ren found a seat for Duan Yao first before lining up 

to buy food with Little White. 

Duan Yao sat in the seat quietly, and she didn’t react to the people staring at her. She was in a colorful 

sweater, and her skin was snow white. She looked like a delicate doll and an idol. 

“Daddy! Hug!” Zhao Baibai raised her arms at Hao Ren. 

All at once, everyone looked toward Hao Ren. 

Zhao Baibai’s voice was sweet, and she looked incredibly cute. Therefore, everyone looked at this cute 

little girl. 

When they saw how young Hao Ren was, they were a bit envious and thought, “He already has such a 

cute daughter! Wait, did he get someone pregnant when he was still a student? He is so young!” 

Hao Ren rolled his eyes but still picked up Zhao Baibai so that she could sit on his arms. However, he also 

lightly smacked her head. 

Zhao Baibai smiled very sweetly. Then, she held onto Hao Ren’s neck and was able to see the menu. 

Even though she couldn’t read, she was still able to understand the pictures. 

When the employees at the fast-food chain saw Zhao Baibai, they were charmed by her cuteness and 

wanted to give Hao Ren a discount. 

When Hao Ren returned was food while holding Zhao Baibai in his arms, Duan Yao was sitting in her seat 

quietly and looking over. 

She was unfamiliar with this environment, and the only person whom she knew was Hao Ren, her 

‘mortal enemy’. 

The spicy chicken wings were freshly cooked, and she had never had anything like that before. When 

Lady Zhen took her shopping, they didn’t have enough time to eat, so Lady Zhen only bought new 

clothes for her. 

“Daddy! Eat!” Zhao Baibai waved a fried chicken wing with her hand. 

“Stop pretending to be cute!” Hao Ren lightly smacked her head again. 

When people around saw how Hao Ren ‘bully’ his ‘daughter’, they wanted to hit Hao Ren so badly. 

However, this little girl was not their daughter, so they could only watch. 

“Gulp, gulp…” Zhao Baibai devoured the chicken wings fast, showing her natural tendency as a snow 

lion. 

Duan Yao smelled the tasty chicken wings, so she finally gave in and reached for a chicken wing. 

The fast-food that the kids nowadays ate on the regular were alluring these two girls. 

Hao Ren didn’t eat; he just smiled and looked at Duan Yao who was trying to stop herself but couldn’t 

help but eat. 

Duan Yao looked up and saw Hao Ren looking at her, so she glared back at him. 



“Humph, humph…” Even though she at the food that Hao Ren bought, it did not mean that she was 

going to forgive him. 

Very soon, her glare softened; she felt lonely in this unfamiliar environment. 

“I… I’m going back to my master,” she suddenly said while eating. 

“Eh.” Hao Ren nodded. 

“I will for sure kill you in the future!” Duan Yao raised her eyebrows. 

“Ok.” Hao Ren nodded softly. 

“Aren’t you scared?” Duan Yao glared at Hao Ren again. 

“Eh.” Hao Ren nodded again. 

He was already at the Five-Petal Realm, so he wasn’t afraid of Duan Yao who was only the Nascent Soul 

Realm. Even if Duan Yao increased her realm in the future, he still wasn’t scared that she would do 

anything harmful to him. 

Duan Yao was at a loss for words. She stared at a corner of the table for a few seconds and then looked 

down at her food before eating silently. 

Her strong urge was now so weak that it almost didn’t exist. 

“Did this colorful world weaken my will?” Duan Yao asked herself, but she couldn’t find an answer. 

She didn’t know when, but her relationship with Hao Ren had turned so friendly and warm even though 

they were enemies. 

Hao Ren was calm and not at all angry, so Duan Yao felt like her fists hit some fluffy marshmallow, and 

she could no longer be mad. 

Maybe it was because her perspective toward Hao Ren had changed; she no longer felt so much hate 

toward Zhao Yanzi and Xie Yujia. 

When Zhao Yanzi was crying her hearts out in Grandma’s ward, Duan Yao was touched and empathized 

with her. 

“If I lived with Zhao Yanzi peacefully, we would probably become good friends…” Duan Yao thought for a 

bit and said, “I… I want to stay…” 

Bam! An explosion sounded. 

Hao Ren looked up and saw a devil dragon flying in the sky through the window. 

It finally had come! 

Hao Ren left Duan Yao and Zhao Baibai in the restaurant and rushed out. 

When the explosion happened, the people on the streets evacuated quickly. Their first reaction was that 

it was a bomb, and a war was about to begin! 



Hao Ren created a red energy sphere and flew toward the sky. 

Zhao Kuo was guarding Zhao Haoran’s dragon soul at the Dragon Tomb on the Heavenly Realm, so Hao 

Ren was the only one to represent the East Ocean Dragon Clan and protect East Ocean City! 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Two dashes of lights flew out from the hospital, and Lu Linlin and Lu Lili joined Hao Ren. 

This devil dragon had rested for two weeks and somehow got to the Seven-Petal Realm! 

The Lu sisters saw the devil dragon coming out from the sea, so they realized that it had been hiding in 

the devil eye which was located in the back mountain of the East Ocean Dragon Palace. Hao Ren had 

already used the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar to extinguish the devil essence, but he didn’t know that 

the devil dragon was hiding in the depths of the devil eye! 

If the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar were placed back onto the devil eye to suppress it, then the devil 

dragon would be eternally trapped. However, Hao Ren had turned the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar into 

his natal dharma treasure, so he wasn’t able to seal the devil eye! 

The Heavenly Dao rotated, and Ya Zi was released into the world. He should be the one to kill this devil 

dragon, but he wasn’t as strong as he would be because Hao Ren and Zhao Kuo wounded him. This 

enabled the devil dragon to find a path to escape! 

Hiss! Hiss! Hiss! 

The black devil dragon was swimming in the thunderclouds. Then, he turned into his human form. This 

person was dark, and he looked like Xu Ke who had many black thorns on his body! Obviously, he had 

turned into a devil! 

Hao Ren flew up high, and he was a bit shocked when he saw how the devil dragon looked like Xu Ke 

instead of Taiyi Cave Master. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Kui, Su Rui, Lady Zhen, and Qin Lang all flew out of the hospital. They 

looked at each other and realized why this devil dragon had appeared at this time. 

This devil dragon probably detected the disappearance of his devil essence in Su Han and Grandma’s 

bodies after they drank the celestial water that Hao Ren obtained from the Ageless Godly Spring. 

Therefore, the devil dragon absorbed the rest of the devil essence in the devil eye and came out of the 

sea. 

This devil dragon was now in the Seven-Petal Realm, and it was too strong for them to deal with! The 

situation wasn’t pretty. 

Ya Zi was in the Eight-Petal Realm, and he used the hundun power, which was stronger than the five-

elemental nature essences yet still connected with the five-elemental nature essences. That was why Ya 

Zi was so powerful! 

The devil essence was something different from the five-elemental nature essence. The devil essence 

was on the same level as the hundun power. This meant that the people who couldn’t use all five-



elemental nature essences or hundun power wouldn’t be able to battle this devil dragon. Otherwise, 

they would end up like Su Han, becoming contaminated by the devil essence! 

Only Hao Ren who cultivated all five-elemental nature essences at the same time and Lu Linlin and Lu Lili 

who cultivated five-elemental nature essences on the Heavenly Realm could fight against this devil 

dragon! 

The three surrounded the devil dragon in the sky, trying to stop it from running to elsewhere since the 

devil essence was deadly to mortals. 

Cultivators like Lady Zhen didn’t use to care about the mortals’ lives. 

Ya Zi was the one who controlled death in the Heavenly Dao, and he should be the one to kill everyone 

who had devil essence on them to prevent further deaths of the innocents. However, the Heavenly Dao 

had been disrupted by all these cultivators, and Ya Zi was no longer capable of fulfilling his duties. 

These cultivators were left with the responsibility to destroy the devil dragon! 

Also, since Hao Ren benefited from being chosen by Zhen Yuan Zi, he was responsible for upholding the 

Heavenly Dao. 

Xu Ke still looked handsome, but his eyes and skin were all pure black; he looked incredibly frightening! 

He had a pair of wings on his back, and sharp claws extended from his hands and feet. 

“Xu Ke, I have a drop of celestial water from the Ageless Godly Spring, and it can help you dissolve the 

devil essence. If you want, there might be a chance that you can return to normal.” 

Hao Ren shouted as he took out the jade bottle from his necklace and raised it in the air. 

When Hao Ren saw the devil dragon turning into Xu Ke, he could see Xu Ke’s emotions through the devil 

dragon. He felt that Xu Ke had been taken advantage of and killed by Taiyi Cave Master, and the Xu Ke 

that he knew back in East Ocean University wasn’t really that bad. Therefore, Hao Ren wanted to save 

him. 

“Normal?!” Xu Ke’s eyes were lit up with devil light. “I have power now. Why in the world would I want 

to listen to you?” 

He moved his hands around, and spirals of devil essence appeared in his palms. 

Hao Ren immediately put out two walls made from sword energies to protect himself but was still sent 

flying for hundreds of meters. 

“I want power! I want the world! I am no longer just a split soul! I am the god!” Xu Ke raised his arms 

and shouted like a madman. 

Chapter 789: Beyond the Heavenly Dao (1.3 for 1 Chapter) 

 

Hum! Hum! 



Seeing this sight, Lady Zhen and Qin Hong joined hands and used the Heaven-Earth Seal, engulfing the 

entire city. 

If the devil essence hit the city, at least tens of thousands of people would die! 

Hao Ren looked at him and knew that he had lost his mind. 

“I want Xie Yujia! Hand her over! Or, I’ll kill all the mortals in the world!” Xu Ke lifted his head and roared 

again. 

While he hid in the Devil Eye and cultivated in the devil essence, it seemed to him that tens of thousands 

of years had passed. During that time, all he could think of was revenge! 

If a person was locked inside a sealed space for tens of thousands of years, they would surely go crazy! A 

few days on land was equivalent to tens of thousands of years in that chaotic space in the Devil Eye! 

When Xu Ke mentioned Xie Yujia’s name, it touched Hao Ren’s nerve. 

Glancing at Hao Ren from both sides, Lu Linlin and Lu Lili felt that Hao Ren was enraged instantly. If this 

devil dragon took Xie Yujia, it would be a disaster for her! 

Whoosh! Hao Ren’s sword energies rushed out instantly. 

“You are no match for me! I have the ultimate power!” Xu Ke roared in a fury and shot out another 

surge of black devil essence. 

Now that he had condensed and absorbed the will of the Heavenly Devil, he would one day reach the 

Nine-Petal Realm just like the Godly Dragon! 

It was the will of the Godly Dragon to appear and merged with Zhao Haoran’s dragon soul. 

Both Heavenly Devil and the Godly Dragon wanted to reappear in the world. The Godly Dragon which 

represented the Heavenly Dao had sensed the danger and want to destroy the Heavenly Devil before 

the latter matured. 

However, if the Nine-Petal Realm Godly Dragon and Heavenly Devil battled, the world would eventually 

be destroyed! 

In other words, if Hao Ren couldn’t destroy Xu Ke who was in the Seven-Petal Realm, Xu Ke’s soul would 

completely merge with the Heavenly Devil’s will, which would trigger a fierce battle between the 

Heavenly Devil and the Godly Dragon when both came to live. Then, all the living beings in the world 

would turn into ashes! 

Guang… Xu Ke’s devil essence and scattered Hao Ren’s sword energies with ease. 

The intense devil essence dashing toward him gave Hao Ren a pressure that he had never experienced 

before! It felt even worse than the suppression from Old Grandma when he was at a low realm! 

“Gongzi, drink the last drop of water from the Ageless Godly Spring!” Lu Linlin and Lu Lili urged him. 

Hao Ren blocked the devil essence with his sword energies quickly and drank that drop of water from 

Ageless Godly Spring. 



Instantly, an icy and refreshing feeling rushed to his forehead, cleansing the five-elemental nature 

essence and hundun lightning energy in his body thoroughly! 

Emitting five-colored lights, Hao Ren looked like a godly figure descending from the heaven! 

“Gongzi, we’ll help you!” 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili flew to his sides and took out the Yin-Yang Bracelets, launching them toward Xu Ke 

who had turned to a devil. 

According to the accurate calculation of the Heavenly Dao, the person who should battle with the devil 

dragon was Zhao Kuo who had the most powerful five-elemental cultivation technique – Light Splitting 

Sword Shadow Scroll, the best five-elemental mystic crystal – Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus, and the best 

sacred treasure – the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar, as well as the inheritance of the Godly Dragon’s will. 

However, due to Hao Ren’s appearance and Zhen Yuan Zi’s miscalculation, the operation of the 

Heavenly Dao deviated from its course. Hao Ren possessed a portion of the power of the Heavenly Dao 

power and obtained the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar, and Zhao Kuo who should battle the devil dragon 

with Ya Zi stayed in the Heavenly Realm. 

Now that Ya Zi was wounded, and Zhao Kuo didn’t have the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar, Hao Ren was at 

a disadvantage to battle the devil dragon with the Lu sisters who were at in the Five-Petal Realm. 

It was why Zhen Yuan Zi knew that he had made a big mistake which turned the situation unpredictable! 

“Out!” Xu Ke spat out a black sound wave which instantly sent Hao Ren and the Lu sisters flying for 

hundreds of meters. 

Surrounding the devil dragon from thousands of meters away, Kui and Lady looked at each other while a 

bad feeling rose in them… Hao Ren was absolutely no match for the devil dragon! 

Perhaps Hao Ren could cultivate to the Seven-Petal Realm after 100 to 200 years, but now he had to 

face the Seven-Petal Realm devil dragon. 

Both Queen Mother of the West and Zhen Yuan Zi were Seven-Petal Realm cultivators, but one had to 

govern the Heavenly Realm while the other had to oversee the Earthly Realm; they couldn’t show their 

hands until the last moment. As to the Eight-Petal Realm Ancestral Dragons, they must support the 

heaven and couldn’t leave their positions when the devil dragon appeared. As to Ya Zi who was 

supposed to manage the world for the next 500 years, he had been wounded! 

As to Lu Linlin and Lu Lili who helped the Queen Mother of the West manage the Heavenly Realm, they 

were only at the Five-Petal Realm now and couldn’t do much. 

As to the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar which could suppress the devil dragon, it couldn’t release its true 

power under the restriction of Hao Ren’s Five-Petal Realm strength. 

“Seal!” 

Lady Zhen, Kui, Qin Hong, and Su Rui looked at each other and created the Great Square Array 

Formation! 



The Queen Mother of the West had taught Lady Zhen this array formation when the latter was at Kunlun 

Mountain. With her array formation talent inherited from Qiu Niu, Lady Zhen had quickly mastered it 

but had never got an opportunity to use it. 

Now, this array formation was created under her guidance! 

Azure Dragon! White Tiger! Black Tortoise! And Vermilion Bird! 

Four images appeared in four directions! 

Lady Zhen stood firmly at the position of the Vermilion Bird, Qin Hong stood by the image of the Azure 

Dragon, and Kui and Su Rui represented White Tiger and Black Tortoise respectively! 

Due to their difference in realms and elemental attribute, the array which was created at the last 

moment wasn’t very solid. However, it was formed by four powerful Four-Petal Realm or Five-Petal 

Realm cultivators, and they managed to raise four complete images which connected and surrounded 

Xu Ke! 

“Attack!” Hao Ren took the opportunity and condensed the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar into a beam of 

light, crashing it toward Xu Ke with vicious force. 

Without hesitation, Lu Linlin and Lu Lili turned the black and white bracelets into two blinding light 

beams which represented Yin and Yang in nature and hacked them toward Xu Ke. 

Hum! Hum! 

Lu sisters’ black and white bracelets cut off the devil dragon’s hands, and the Ocean-Pacifying Godly 

Pillar pierced Xu Ke’s chest! 

The Great Square Array Formation collapsed immediately since it wasn’t too stable. 

Since the devil dragon was condensed from the devil essence and Xu Ke’s mind and just inherited the 

will of the Heavenly Devil, he was powerful yet fragile as he wasn’t mature yet. 

If he fled, he would suck essence blood from many mortals and form a complete body. If he achieved 

that, it would be hard to kill him! 

Xu Ke’s image scattered gradually and turned into a cloud of black essence which was then cut into 

pieces and chunks by Hao Ren’s sword energies containing hundun lightning energy. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili looked at each other and finally heaved a sigh of relief, and Lady Zhen also exhaled 

deeply, surprised that the temporary Great Square Array Formation could lock that devil dragon. 

As a split soul of Taiyi Cave Master, Xu Ke could have had a chance to live, but he had lost his mind by 

pursuing a power beyond his control. With all his nature essence exhausted, Hao Ren shook his head 

emotionally. 

Whoosh! Just as Hao Ren was about to check up on the city, he heard a gust of violent whirling wind in 

the high sky. 

He looked back and saw a black light beam dashing toward him from behind! 



In a hurry, Lu Linlin and Lu Lili raised their hands to block the black light beam even though they knew 

that their remaining strengths were not enough! No one had expected that the devil dragon would 

come back to life after being shattered by the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar! 

Ding! A colorful light beam suddenly flew up. 

In her traditional dress, Duan Yao appeared before Hao Ren abruptly. 

The protective talisman which Lady Zhen gave her suddenly shattered, and the black light beam also 

pierced her seven-colored treasure dress. 

Like a piece of colorful ragged cloth, Duan Yao was sent flying toward Hao Ren. 

“Yao!” Lady Zhen cried out in astonishment. 

She had not expected Duan Yao to rush out suddenly and block the sneak-attack of the devil dragon for 

Hao Ren. 

Lady Zhen dashed to Hao Ren’s side instantly and caught Duan Yao. 

As Duan Yao’s master, she had made all the treasures and clothes on Duan Yao and knew that they were 

not able to block the devil dragon. 

She didn’t understand why Duan Yao would do this when she always stated that she would kill Hao Ren. 

Hao Ren also looked at Duan Yao whose face turned white instantly in shock, and his mind turned blank. 

He had just treated Duan Yao to some spicy chicken wings, and the tension in their relationship had only 

eased a bit. He remembered that when he rushed out of the fast-food restaurant, Duan Yao looked like 

she wanted to say something to him. 

“Master… I just… don’t want him to die in other people’s hands…” With her eyes wide open, Duan Yao 

laid in Lady Zhen’s arms and said with gritted teeth. 

“Silly… Silly girl…” Lady Zhen’s voice shook slightly. 

She liked Duan Yao a lot since the latter’s stubborn character resembled hers. She had planned to raise 

Duan Yao as her daughter and teach her everything she knew, making her the most charming big demon 

king in the world. 

“I, Duan Yao, never regret about anything I do…” Duan Yao forced out a smile. 

Hao Ren panted heavily, and he looked at Duan Yao with a series of emotions flashing in his eyes. 

Hua… The black devil essence rushed out from Duan Yao’s body and gradually condensed into Xu Ke’s 

snickering image. Then, he dashed toward Hao Ren. 

“How dare you hurt my third brother!” 

A thunderous voice suddenly sounded from the sky, and Hao Ren felt as if his soul were sucked out 

while the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar which had been refined into his natal dharma treasure was 

suddenly drawn out from the top of his head! 



In a yellow cotton robe, Sun Wukong grabbed onto the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar and smashed it 

toward Xu Ke. 

The world changed color! 

The slender staff instantly grew to the size of a huge mountain! 

The Seven-Petal Realm devil dragon was about to release a lot of devil essence, but it was smashed into 

a cloud of black essence. 

With burning rage, Hao Ren grabbed onto the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar which had suddenly returned 

to his body and released great waves of golden lights, crashing it toward the shattered devil dragon! 

Attack! Attack! Attack! 

Hao Ren swung the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar and struck the shattered body of the devil dragon 

repeatedly as if he had gone mad. 

Golden lights flashed in the sky while Hao Ren released all the nature essence in his mystic crystal and 

destroyed the last trace of the devil dragon! 

He smashed until the surrounding islands were flattened and a crater as wide as hundreds of meters 

appeared on the ocean surface! 

Zhen Yuan Zi flew over from a distance and then left quietly after he saw that the devil dragon was 

destroyed. 

Sun Wukong was the only special figure who stayed outside of the Heavenly Dao in the past tens of 

millions of years, which was why even the Heavenly Dao couldn’t be certain if he would help out. 

However, he had come to Hao Ren’s rescue. 

From what Zhen Yuan Zi saw, Hao Ren would also become a figure like Sun Wukong and stay outside of 

the Heavenly Dao. 

“The two figures who could stay outside of the Heavenly Dao are both my brothers…” Zhen Yuan Zi 

floated away and thought smugly. 

“Humph!” After killing the devil dragon with one strike of the Ocean-Pacifying Godly Pillar, Sun Wukong 

brushed the dust off his hands and vanished in a flash. 

Since Hao Ren called Sun Wukong ‘Second Brother’, he acknowledged Hao Ren as his third brother! 

While sweating, Hao Ren turned his head abruptly and saw Duan Yao lying in Lady Zhen’s arms; her 

breathing was shallow and slight. 

Duan Yao rushed out to block the attack for him, and it astonished not only Lady Zhen but him as well. 

The shock he experienced was beyond his words. 

“Yao! Yao!” 

Seeing the life gradually going out of Duan Yao, Lady Zhen was distressed, and she began injecting her 

natal vital essence into Duan Yao’s body like crazy. 



Since Duan Yao had the pieces of the Kunlun Godly Lamp in her body, they could seal Duan Yao’s soul. 

Lady Zhen was determined to save her with her Phoenix blood and even the Kirin blood of her husband. 

Her affection for Duan Yao had surpassed that for Zhen Congming even though she hadn’t shown it. 

“Master… Yao wants to die… Don’t save me…” Duan Yao said weakly. 

Alone without a family and feel like she didn’t have a home, Duan Yao found that life was joyless. 

Besides, her only fantasy had been cut up and divided. Since it seemed impossible for her to stay on 

land… 

Lady Zhen looked up and suddenly saw Hao Ren flying over. She shivered and asked, “You… You like this 

guy, right?” 

When Duan Yao didn’t answer, she continued, “If you like this guy, I will catch him and make him stay by 

your side!” 

Hearing her words, Duan Yao gave a sad smile and didn’t answer, nor did she have the strength to 

speak. 

Sensing Duan Yao’s life energy leaving her body quickly, Lady Zhen made a quick decision and pressed 

her palm onto the top of Duan Yao’s head. 

Green lights flashed in Duan Yao’s body while a lamp mark gradually formed on Duan Yao’s forehead. 

“Immortal Physique! Five-Elemental Bloodline!” Lady Zhen suddenly reached for Hao Ren. 

Kui and Su Rui tried to stop her but were knocked away by Lady Zhen. 

Feeling a cold sensation on his wrist, Hao Ren saw his blood gush out from it. 

Lady Zhen drew out the Kunlun Godly Lamp from Duan Yao’s forehead and shot out dozens of 

complicated dharma notes before putting Hao Ren’s blood into the lamp. 

“This is all that I can do for you as your master! Whoever you saved must save you back!” 

With the almighty array formation, Lady Zhen used the Kunlun Godly Lamp which was in Duan Yao’s 

body to put her soul into the small world inside this godly lamp. 

Since Hao Ren’s blood activated the Kunlun Godly Lamp, it had formed a bond with Hao Ren, which 

meant that only Hao Ren could open the small world in the future! 

Although Duan Yao didn’t reply, Lady Zhen knew her answer! 

Among this group of people, it seemed that only Hao Ren had the potential to reach Eight-Petal Realm! 

“I’ll bring the godly lamp back to the Demon Sea. One day when you reach the Eight-Petal Realm, come 

and bring Duan Yao back to life!” Lady Zhen glared at Hao Ren and flew toward the Demon Sea with the 

ancient lamp in her hand. 

The dark clouds scattered, and the sky began to clear. 

Chapter 790: Perfect Ending (Finale – 2 for 1 Chapter) 



 

-Five years later- 

Hao Ren, the world-famous architect, got married. 

The wedding was held in East Ocean University’s brand-new great hall which Hao Ren had designed 

himself. It was put in use for the first time today, and it looked like a huge flying dragon. Everything in 

the building from the glass to the tiles was in a celebratory red. 

After graduation, Hao Ren entered LOM Studio. Under the guidance of the top architect Zhao Hongyu, 

he had taken over the management of the renowned studio with his extraordinary design abilities, 

becoming a rising star in the architect circle. 

In a global ranking released recently, the studio ranked 16th in the world. 

This was why there were many seniors from the architect circle in the great hall which was said to be 

specially designed by Hao Ren for his own wedding. Even some top architects flew in from New York, 

Paris, and London to attend the wedding. 

In his black tuxedo suit, Hao Ren was busy receiving guests. The great hall that had an area of thousands 

of square meters looked a bit tight for the crowd. 

His buddies from the university such as Zhao Jiayi, Zhou Liren, Cao Ronghua, Yu Rong, and Gu Jiadong 

came to the entrance of the great hall and looked up at the magnificent building, feeling emotional. 

It was the first time that they returned to East Ocean University after graduation. To their surprise, this 

elegant great hall had risen on campus in one year. 

It was said that Mingri Group funded the construction of the great hall which cost hundreds of millions 

of yuan. It had become a symbol of East Ocean University and even East Ocean City, and it had been 

printed on postcards that represented the image of East Ocean City. 

“Damn it! He’s doing even better now!” Yu Rong cussed jokingly while he dug out the invitation to show 

it to the pretty receptionists at the entrance before following Zhao Jiayi and the others into the great 

hall. 

The buddies in the dorm room had gone their own ways after graduation, but they had benefited from 

their good relationship with Hao Ren one way or another. 

Zhao Jiayi was now the head coach of the basketball team in East Ocean City and often appeared on the 

sports channel. Finding no job that he liked, Zhou Liren had come to work as a project manager in Mingri 

Group which Hao Ren had shares in, and his monthly salary was tens of thousands of yuan. Cao Ronghua 

had gone to his hometown to do business. When he needed investment, Hao Ren had loaned him two 

million yuan, which made him a small local business owner. 

Everyone was doing well despite their poor performance in school. They all got stable jobs and a happy 

family. Even Zhou Liren whose eyes would lit up whenever he saw beautiful girls had married a sweet 

and cute girl and lived as a happy family man. 



The old classmates of Hao Ren had been wondering why he hadn’t gotten married as his career was 

booming. Then, they received the invitations three months ago. 

Since the Great Hall was open to the public for the first time today, Zhao Jiayi and the others and got 

stunned by the magnificence decorations. 

Looking at the giant chandelier with flashing golden lights in the center, Zhao Jiayi even suspected that it 

was made of pure gold! However, the truth was that it was only gilded with gold! 

While working at Mingri Group, Zhou Liren often went to see clients, but he had never seen such a grand 

venue, which was why he walked closer to Zhao Jiayi subconsciously. 

They had agreed not to bring their wives this time since they had wanted to experience the Crazy Day 

for Men – playing games in the internet cafe outside the school for the whole night. 

“Ma Lina! Ma Lina!” 

Standing on his tiptoes, Zhou Liren spotted their classmate Ma Lina in the crowd and immediately yelled 

and beckoned to her. 

Clap! 

Zhao Jiayi slapped Zhou Liren’s head. 

“Great! Here you are!” Ma Lina ran over and held Zhao Jiayi’s arm. 

Looking at Zhou Liren in exasperation, Zhao Jiayi wondered if Zhou Liren was too dull. They had agreed 

to play games for the whole night, but Zhou Liren just called over Zhao Jiayi’s wife. 

“Sister-In-Law!” Zhou Liren called out to Ma Lina. 

Nodding in satisfaction, Ma Lina snuggled up to Zhao Jiayi’s side. 

“It’s a pity that Yujia’s wedding is after mine. Otherwise, I could have been her bridesmaid!” Ma Lina 

said proudly. 

“Forget it! You would have looked ugly standing beside Xie Yujia!” Knowing his wife’s temperament, 

Zhao Jiayi teased her. 

“That’s true!” After hearing her husband’s teasing words, Ma Lina wasn’t angry. “I just went to the 

dressing room, and Yujia is super beautiful today. She looks like a fairy that descended from heaven!” 

“I heard rumors that Hao Ren is supposed to marry the daughter of Mingri Group’s CEO. Zhou Liren, 

since you are working at Mingri Group, tell us something that we don’t know!” Yu Rong bumped Zhou 

Liren and asked. 

“I heard this rumor in the company as well. They said that Hao Ren is the son-in-law of the CEO. 

Speaking which, she was my little cousin!” 

“Nonsense! She never acknowledged you as her cousin!” The others punched Zhou Liren jokingly. 

“Speaking of Zhao Yanzi, she is now a student in East Ocean University and the most popular girl in 

school!” To show off his knowledge, Gu Jiadong said with exaggerated envy. 



“The rumor in the company says that Zhao Yanzi and Hao Ren got married secretly half a month ago.” 

Zhou Liren lowered his voice and said cautiously before glancing around. “You can’t say a word about it 

to others. Otherwise, Brother Hao would scold me for gossiping.” 

“Zhou Liren, what are you talking about?” In a tuxedo suit, Hao Ren suddenly appeared behind them, 

making Zhou Liren jump up instantly. 

“Hao Ren, congratulations…” They were happy to see him and offered him big red envelopes and their 

best wishes.” 

Hao Ren smiled and took the red envelopes before handing them to Zhao Baibai who was standing by 

his side. 

Zhao Baibai was dressed prettily today, and there was a small pocket in front of her dress to store red 

envelopes. 

“So cute…” Zhou Liren took the opportunity to pat Zhao Baibai’s head and change the topic. 

It was the public secret in Mingri Group that Hao Ren was intimate with Zhao Yanzi, and Zhao Guang 

regarded Hao Ren as his son-in-law. A senior manager had accidentally revealed to some employees that 

Hao Ren and Zhao Yanzi had gotten married. As a project manager and Hao Ren’s old friend, Zhou Liren 

naturally got wind of the secret. 

Not liking strangers touching her head, Zhao Baibai pouted and brushed off Zhou Liren’s ‘paw’. 

“Find your seats and help yourselves to the food here,” Hao Ren said to them. 

In fact, the rumor that Zhou Liren heard was true. Half a month ago, Hao Ren and Zhao Yanzi’s wedding 

was held in the East Ocean Dragon Palace, and it was the most magnificent wedding in the history of the 

Dragon Tribe! 

Guests including dragon kings, princes, and senior elders of every dragon palace sat around more than 

1,000 tables! 

Even the peak Qian-level cultivators of the Elder Council of the metal-elemental dragon clan came with 

young metal-elemental dragons in person to congratulate them. 

The gifts from other dragon palaces filled East Ocean Dragon Palace’s warehouse, and some of the 

precious gifts had to be piled up like a small hill on the square! 

Premier Xia who had become a mortal had made an exception and returned to the East Ocean Dragon 

Palace, sitting beside Zhao Guang as a senior of the family. 

Hao Ren and Zhao Yanzi’s wedding lasted three days, becoming the biggest gathering of the dragon 

cultivators in the past hundreds of years. 

Zhao Yanzi had given the wedding in the mortal world to Xie Yujia. She was the Little Zhumu in public, 

but she was actually the Big Zhumu in reality. 

Of course, after all the things that they had experienced, she didn’t want to see Xie Yujia live a hard life. 

After all, Xie Yujia’s parents were mortals, and they wanted their daughter to live a happy life. Zhao 



Guang and Zhao Hongyu could live at least hundreds of years, which was the advantage of the Dragon 

cultivators over the mortals. 

Meanwhile, Lu Linlin and Lu Lili were doing Xie Yujia’s hair in the dressing room while Zhao Yanzi sat 

opposite to Xie Yujia, helping her evaluate her makeup. 

“Big Zhumu, you are nervous!” Lu Linlin and Lu Lili said with a smile when they saw the slight shaking of 

Xie Yujia’s hands. 

“Ok! Don’t tease me,” Xie Yujia said in embarrassment and reached out her hands to pinch their pink 

cheeks. 

“Sister Yujia, you’re so beautiful!” Zhao Yanzi studied Xie Yujia and said with a smile, showing her two 

little canine teeth. 

“You are the one who is getting more beautiful each day,” Xie Yujia replied. 

After taking the Beauty Pill, her look hadn’t changed in the last five years except that her skin got 

smoother and softer. However, Zhao Yanzi had become more and more beautiful and radiant in the past 

five years. 

“Ok! Ok! Don’t fight. Big Zhumu and Small Zhumu are both beautiful!” Lu Linlin intervened. 

“You two are such smooth talkers!” Xie Yujia reached out and lightly pinched their noses. 

In fact, she didn’t have much makeup on. When the stylist they hired saw Xie Yujia’s skin and look, she 

had been amazed, not knowing how to do the makeup for Xie Yujia despite her 20 years of experience; 

she thought that any makeup would ruin Xie Yujia’s perfect beauty! 

Therefore, only her hairstyle needed work, and that was the Lu sisters’ strong point. That was why they 

offered to do hair for Xie Yujia. 

“Yujia, you’re beautiful.” In a white dress, Su Han pushed open the door and entered the room. 

“Sister Su!” Xie Yujia cried out happily when she saw Su Han. 

After destroying the devil dragon, the world had become peaceful again. Under the guidance of her 

parents who were both Heavenly Dragons, Su Han’s cultivation strength had improved swiftly, and she 

had reached the Heavenly Dragon Realm two years later. 

Kui and Su Rui had gotten back together. Knowing Su Han’s mind, they had left Su Han in East Ocean City 

with Hao Ren. After all, it was one of the things that everyone understood and accepted. 

“Sister Su, who do you think is more beautiful, me when I was on my wedding day or Sister Yujia?” In a 

good mood, Zhao Yanzi gave Su Han a difficult question. 

“Hehe! You’re both beautiful.” Knowing that it was a trap, Su Han answered cleverly. 

“Ah! Sister Su, you are so cunning!” Zhao Yanzi pouted and tilted her head to one side. 

These girls were good to each other, much like sisters. Since Su Han was the most mature one, she had 

become the elder sister and ‘managed’ everything. 



“Sister Su Han, I had a problem when I cultivated yesterday…” Xie Yujia turned her head and looked at 

Su Han. 

Having just reached the Four-Petal Realm, Su Han was weaker than the Lu sisters, but she had a more 

solid cultivation foundation and more experience, which was why she answered Zhao Yanzi and Xie 

Yujia’s questions in terms of cultivation. 

“Well, aren’t you crazy about cultivation? You’re still thinking about it on your wedding day.” Su Han 

tapped Xie Yujia’s forehead with her slim finger. Looking at Xie Yujia’s beautiful face at such a close 

range, she suddenly felt a bit jealous. 

However, she remembered that Xie Yujia was the only ‘mortal’ among them and the only one who 

needed to look after her parents. Therefore, she felt sorry for Xie Yujia. 

This was why she and the Lu sisters didn’t fight with Xie Yujia for the title. 

The cultivators lived freely in the world like immortals, not caring for the rules and laws in the mortal 

realm. However, Xie Yujia and Hao Ren both had parents who hoped that they could have happy lives, 

so this responsibility landed on Xie Yujia’s shoulders. 

Outside of the dressing room, more guests arrived at the Great Hall with the wedding hour drawing 

near. 

After the narrow escape from death five years ago, Grandma got healthier each day. After five years, 

she now walked without the aid of her walking cane, and she was fast, making her peers call her ‘Old 

Immortal’. 

Wearing formal clothes, Yue Yang and Hao Zhonghua walked beside Grandma, barely able to catch up 

with her speed. 

Also wearing celebratory clothes, Zhao Guang and Zhao Hongyu walked beside Yue Yang and Hao 

Zhonghua, which made the guests murmur to themselves. 

Zhao Guang had paid for all the expenses. Otherwise, Hao Zhonghua and Yue Yang wouldn’t have been 

able to hold such a luxurious event with their savings. 

Right now, the two families were so close that Hao Ren had almost become the son of the Zhao Family! 

Taking Hao Ren as their son, Zhao Guang and Zhao Hongyu had paid for his wedding, which was why 

they had invited some of their friends. 

However, to Hao Zhonghua and Yue Yang, Zhao Guang’s relatives and friends dressed quite strangely. 

Some of the burly men looked strange in suits, some old men seemed quite comfortable in traditional 

Chinese clothing, and an old man in a Taoist robe came with a thin hairy-faced guy who looked as if he 

hadn’t shaved his face for months. 

If they hadn’t come from the main entrance with formal invitations in hand, Hao Zhonghua and Yue 

Yang would have suspected that they were dressing up and went to the wrong party! 

“Wow! That guy even has hair on the back of his neck!” 



While walking around the hall with a piece of cake in his hand, Zhou Liren was about to get some fruits. 

Suddenly, he pointed at the guy who was devouring fruits in front of them and said to Zhao Jiayi by his 

side. 

Hiss… That guy with hair on the back of his neck suddenly turned his head and bared his teeth at Zhou 

Liren. 

Seeing his eyes flashing golden lights and the fierce expression on his face, Zhou Liren got so frightened 

that he dropped his cake and fled to the distance. 

Zhao Jiayi saw the weird guy as well and pulled Ma Lina away immediately. They had wanted to get 

some peaches, but now they had to get other fruits. 

“Little Xue! Little Xue! I’m quite familiar with this place!” Wearing a black suit, Zhen Congming came 

over holding Wu Luoxue’s hand. 

After five years, he and Wu Luoxue had both entered middle school. Zhen Congming was even more 

handsome, and Wu Luoxue became more intelligent and beautiful than before. 

In the past five years, Zhen Congming had guarded Wu Luoxue fiercely and took anyone who dared to 

pursue Wu Luoxue as his enemy. However, even though he had gained the liking of his future mother-in-

law, Wu Luoxue was still not responding to him, which made him as anxious and impatient as a caged 

monkey in front of a banana tree. 

Hao Ren had invited Zhen Congming’s family and Wu Luoxue’s family to his wedding on land. 

Since Zhen Congming wanted to stay on land, Lady Zhen and Qin Hong had created fake identities for 

themselves, and they were now talking with Mayor Wu and Bai Ze. Meanwhile, Zhen Congming took the 

opportunity to wander around with Wu Luoxue, pleased that Wu Luoxue allowed him to hold her slim 

hand. 

“Hahahaha!” 

A series of hearty laughter sounded. 

The nearby guests turned their heads and saw an old man with white hair and a healthy complexion 

walking into the Great Hall in the company of a black-faced man and a clear-skinned woman. 

“Father!” Zhao Guang immediately went up to greet the magnificent old man. 

“Hehe! Uncle, you’ve finally come!” Hao Zhonghua also walked over with Yue Yang to welcome him. 

The old man was Zhao Haoran. 

After Zhao Kuo decided to stay in the Heavenly Realm and guard the tomb for Zhao Haoran, Zhao 

Haoran’s dragon soul had merged with the will of the Godly Dragon. Without the disturbance of the 

devil dragon, Zhao Haoran had miraculously come back to life in three days! 

The merging process was almost the same as Xu Ke and the Heavenly Devil, but the difference was that 

Zhao Haoran didn’t lose his mind. 



With his iron soul merging with the will of the Godly Dragon, he was both the Old Dragon King of East 

Ocean and the Godly Dragon! In a sense, he was the Godly Dragon with Zhao Haoran’s memories. 

Even Ya Zi didn’t dare to be disrespectful when he saw Zhao Haoran since the latter was the Godly 

Dragon! 

“Uncle, please come this way and take a seat,” Hao Zhonghua said to Zhao Haoran politely. 

With the closeness between the Zhao Family and the Hao Family, Hao Zhonghua had met Zhao Guang’s 

father several times and knew that this old man had come back purposefully to attend Hao Ren’s 

wedding from the U.S. 

Hao Zhonghua also recognized the couple walking beside Zhao Haoran; they were Zhao Guang’s third 

brother Zhao Kuo and his wife. For some reason, this couple didn’t want to have kids and took Zhao 

Yanzi as their daughter. 

He knew that old people put great importance on descendants. Zhao Guang’s second brother Zhao Kuan 

and his family had come with Xie Yujia’s parents, but it seemed like this old man valued Hao Ren more 

than Zhao Kuan’s family. 

Hao Zhonghua was both baffled and moved, especially when he learned from Yue Yang that Zhao 

Hongyu had one told her Zhao Haoran and Zhao Guang’s plan of passing most of Mingri Group’s shares 

to Hao Ren in the future! 

Touched by Zhao Family’s great affection for Hao Ren, Hao Zhonghua and Yue Yang felt quite guilty that 

Hao Ren didn’t marry Zhao Yanzi. 

However, they didn’t know that Hao Ren and Zhao Yanzi were already a married couple! 

The one who was embarrassed was Zhao Yanzi since she couldn’t tell Hao Ren’s parents the truth and 

still called them ‘Mom and Dad’. 

Elder Lu Qing and Elder Sun Yun came in through the entrance with Yue Zilong who looked to be an 

ordinary young man. After his narrow escape from death, Yue Zilong had returned to peak Qian-level 

after healing from his injuries, and he had stayed in East Ocean University as a counselor. 

The Calligraphy Club of East Ocean University had grown into an organization equivalent to the former 

Dragon God Shrine. Under Hao Ren’s authorization and the agreement signed by all the dragon clans, it 

could investigate all the cases involving dragon cultivators including the metal-elemental dragons. 

With the support from Eighth Heaven, Hao Ren had carried out his plan of making Ethereal Summit the 

independent court for human cultivators which could issue judgments on conflicts and disputes 

between any sects on Fifth Heaven, Sixth Heaven, and Seventh Heaven. 

All the former and current members of the Calligraphy Club came to attend Hao Ren’s wedding. Most of 

them had become the pillars of their respective dragon palaces, working closely with the East Ocean 

Dragon Clan. 

Unprecedented prosperity came to both the dragon cultivators and human cultivators. 



As to Hao Zhonghua’s project on searching for dragons, it had gained a breakthrough by acquiring a 

brand-new genetic sequence which gave scientists hope of extending humans’ lifespan. With his five-

year research, Hao Zhonghua had gained a lot of recognition and would probably win the Nobel Prize! 

However, Hao Zhonghua was uninterested in this prize since his only hope was to spend more time with 

his family. Also, he wanted Hao Ren and Xie Yujia to have a child to satisfy Grandma so that she could 

stop talking about it constantly. 

Snap… In her white wedding dress, Xie Yujia walked out from the dressing room. 

Smiling, Lu Linlin and Lu Lili walked on either side of Xie Yujia, followed by Su Han and Zhao Yanzi. 

She stunned almost everyone with her beauty! 

All the lights seemed to dim instantly before her! 

Xie Yujia’s parents who were talking with Hao Zhonghua and Yue Yang were also stunned when they saw 

their daughter, and they were at a loss for words. 

Zhao Baibai who had been busy taking red envelopes ran over and picked up the train of Xie Yujia’s 

dress. 

At about seven years old, she was at the cutest age, and her appearance behind Xie Yujia added another 

bright spot to the scene. 

Nodding slightly with a smile on her face, Old Grandma Qingfeng looked at Xie Yujia with satisfaction. 

Xie Yujia saw Old Grandma as well and smiled. 

Sun Wukong who had been devouring peaches froze for a second when he saw the beautiful bride of his 

third brother. However, he immediately lowered his head and focused on his peaches; he didn’t like 

women without facial hairs! 

While looking at Xie Yujia, Lady Zhen sighed slightly when she remembered her disciple Duan Yao who 

was sleeping in the ancient lamp. 

She knew that Hao Ren had reached the Six-Petal Realm last month after five years of diligent 

cultivation. 

She also knew that out of the five elixir pills that Qiu Niu gave Hao Ren, he had eaten one, and Zhao 

Yanzi, Xie Yujia, and Su Han each had one as well. The last one was saved for Duan Yao. 

With his great cultivation speed, the guidance from Zhao Haoran who had the will of the Godly Dragon, 

and the practices with the Battle God Sun Wukong, Hao Ren probably would reach the Eight-Petal Realm 

in five to ten years. 

Lady Zhen didn’t know if Duan Yao would change her mind about her love toward Hao Ren after that 

long, but she was certain about one thing; as Duan Yao’s master, she would do anything in her power to 

guarantee Duan Yao’s happiness. 

“Second Brother,” Zhen Yuan Zi who was in a Taoist robe thought of something and asked Sun Wukong, 

“Third Brother has a question for you. Do you know Tang Xuanzang and Zhu Bajie 1 ?” 



“Tang Xuanzang and Zhu Bajie?” While biting into a peach, Sun Wukong stared at Zhen Yuan Zi in 

bafflement and then blinked. “Are they very powerful? Where do they live? I’ll go fight them!” 

“Ugh…” Zhen Yuan Zi was at a loss for words. 

His second brother was searching everywhere for a rival to fight. Now that he had finally found Hao Ren 

who had potential, Sun Wukong wanted Hao Ren to reach the Eight-Petal Realm as soon as possible so 

that they could fight for real; Song Wukong really wanted to reach the ultimate Nine-Petal Realm. That 

was why he fought with Hao Ren and taught him at least once a month. 

Zhen Yuan Zi looked away and suddenly saw a benign woman in cotton clothes among the guests. He 

was instantly surprised. 

With a smile on her face, this woman was looking at Lu Linlin and Lu Lili who were walking toward the 

red carpet. 

Standing on the red carpet, Hao Ren watched as the girls walked toward him. 

Each of them emitted unique radiance, and their beauty almost blinded the guests. 

Hao Ren smiled. 

“Today, I’m marrying you… Today, I’m marrying you…” the music sounded in the hall. 

 


